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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The current TRP has been in effect since August of 2000 when the Commission permitted a
three-year pilot period. BellSouth-Kentucky contends that the TRP has met or exceeded the
objectives established and recommends that it be continued permanently.
The purpose of this audit is to determine if BellSouth-Kentucky’s Transition Regulation Plan
is the appropriate regulatory framework for BellSouth-Kentucky in today’s competitive
telecommunications market. This determination will be the product of a focused audit that
will assess:
1. The Company’s performance in meeting the plan’s objectives over the initial
three-year pilot period;
2. The appropriateness of the plan’s structure for meeting the Commission’s
need to balance the interests of all entities affected by its regulation –
including BellSouth-Kentucky’s customers, competitors, and owners;
3. The appropriateness of the plan’s structure for meeting BellSouth-Kentucky’s
need to effectively compete in the Kentucky telecommunications market; and
4. Generally the change in Kentucky’s competitive telecommunications market
since the TRP was implemented.

B. PROCESS
The Vantage evaluation of the current TRP was not as broad as the original 1999 review,
instead it was governed by the over-riding goal of determining, retrospectively, whether the
TRP had met its goals and whether it continued to be the appropriate structure on a goingforward basis. Our work plan was based on a letter from the Commission and details a
series of evaluative criteria and work steps. It is provided in the Appendix of this report.

REPORT FORMAT
This report consists for four chapters and an appendix.
Chapter I - Executive Summary – Provides a summary of the process, overall conclusions,
findings and recommendations.
Chapter II - Background and Status of Competitive Market – Provides details on
competitive changes in the telecommunications industry. This includes the overall industry,
BellSouth in total and BellSouth-Kentucky. It also includes excerpts from recent analysts
reports that define where the industry is headed.
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Chapter III - BellSouth-Kentucky Performance – This chapter addresses BellSouthKentucky’s performance during the last three years in meeting its customer service
objectives.
Chapter IV - TRP Plan Structure – This last chapter addresses specific aspects of the TRP
design.

INTERVIEWS AND DATA COLLECTION
Meetings and interviews were held with BellSouth personnel from Louisville and Atlanta.
The titles of personnel interviewed included:
Title
President – BellSouth-Kentucky

Location
Louisville and Atlanta

GM Network

Louisville

Director Regulatory and External
Affairs
VP Regulatory and External Affairs

Louisville
Louisville and Atlanta

Manager – Regulatory and External
Affairs

Louisville

General Counsel

Louisville

VP - Marketing

Louisville and Atlanta

VP Segment Marketing Small
VP - Consumer

Atlanta
Atlanta

Comments
In person interviews as well
as conference calls
In person interview as well
as conference call
In person interview as well
as conference call
In person interviews as well
as conference calls
Numerous calls, e-mails and
meetings in response to data
requests
Clarifications on confidential
information
Kick-off presentation and
interview in Atlanta
Kick-off presentation
Kick-off presentation

In addition to the numerous interviews, 56 Data Requests were submitted to BellSouthKentucky resulting in thousands of pages of responses. A listing of these data requests are
included in the Appendix. Both the FCC and Kentucky Public Service Commission web
sites were also used extensively.

C. OVERALL CONCLUSION
In our opinion, the TRP has met or exceeded its goals of allowing competition to increase
within the state and making broadband available to a greater number of customers while
retaining or improving service levels. The analysis in this report will clearly show that all of
the objectives established by the Commission have been met during the three year period
the TRP has been in effect.
The impact of the TRP on competition and the level of competition existing in Kentucky was
one of the more difficult issues in this evaluation. Keep in mind that the original intent of
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the Vantage recommendations in the first study was to prevent the TRP from forming an
impedance to competition. Essentially, we sought to encourage a regulatory framework
that recognized the limitations of classic regulation. Classic telephone regulation had
limited ability to encourage competition, but could in our opinion absolutely stifle it.
Vantage has concluded the TRP did not impede competition. In fact, while there are
arguments by some that competition does not exist in Kentucky, we would argue that it is
increasing dramatically from both traditional and new directions.
One of the difficulties we faced in using independent data to measure competition is that
much of the data is not accurate in Kentucky or timely given the quickly changing
competitive environment. For example, the data in FCC reports is both self-reporting and
excludes CLECs under 10,000, which BellSouth - Kentucky argues represents a significant
number of lines in Kentucky. Further, the FCC data is statewide, masking the extent of
competition within the state. To be fair in our analysis, we use the FCC data as a baseline
and then use Bell South – Kentucky detailed analysis to further refine the analysis.
The TRP has also successfully driven prices of tariffed services closer to incremental costs.
This is another important requirement for establishing competition. Finally, there are still a
number of issues that need to be addressed that transcend the TRP. Modification of the
Customer Service Agreement (CSA) program is underway in other proceedings. The
question of “presumptive validity” was proposed four years ago by Vantage and is still an
issue. The question of whether the TRP should become a permanent Price Regulation Plan
(PRP) is also ripe. All these issues are addressed with recommendations by Vantage.
A summary of compliance with the TRP is provided below, along with the findings and
recommendations.
Did the Company’s performance meet the plans objectives over the initial three-year
pilot period?
Yes. Our evaluation shows that each of the objectives in the TRP were met. The table below
summarizes our conclusions.
Objective #
Objective 1

Objective 2

Requirement of TRP
Ensure basic service continues to
be available at reasonable rates,
and shield the basic ratepayer from
significant price increases resulting
from the changing marketplace.
Continue to provide high quality
service.
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Comments
There have not been significant
increases in rates to customers.

By both objective and subjective
measurements, BellSouth service
quality has not declined. See Findings
III- F1, F2 and F3
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Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Objective 6

Objective 7

Permit the Commission and the
Company to direct their energies to
meet customers’ needs and
enhance efficiency in the provision
of telecommunications services
throughout Kentucky.
Provide enhanced incentives to
invest in new technologies and
services.

Permit the Company the added
flexibility to price competitive
services, set depreciation rates, and
respond to a changing
marketplace.
Permit all Company retail rates to
move toward incremental cost or
market price.
Ensure that the potential
introduction of competition to all
markets in Kentucky is not
hindered by the plan.

In general this objective has been met.
BellSouth – Kentucky and the
Commission have not been
sidetracked by the TRP, except for the
question of Presumptive Validity.
This objective was exceeded.
BellSouth - Kentucky broadband
deployment not only met the
proposed level but ADSL is now
operating in almost 3 times the
number of wire-centers as originally
proposed.
See Finding IV-F2

See Finding IV-F1

See Finding IV-F3

Is the TRP structure appropriate for meeting the Commission’s need to balance the
interests of all entities affected by its regulation – including BellSouth’s customers,
competitors, and owners?
Yes. Achieving a reasonable level of balance between competing parties is difficult to reach,
however the TRP seems the best vehicle available for meeting that requirement. Meeting
the objectives of the plan as described above is in many ways proof that the TRP works.
Does the plan’s structure support the need for the Company to effectively compete in the
Kentucky telecommunications market?
In general yes. While BellSouth–Kentucky continues to request changes in the plan
regarding Presumptive Validity, the overall plan is appropriate for the current competitive
environment in Kentucky.
Has there been significant change in Kentucky’s competitive telecommunications market
since the TRP was implemented?
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Yes. The entire competitive structure of the telecommunications industry has changed
significantly during the last thee years, While at the total state level, Kentucky lags behind
some states in the number and geographic coverage of competitors, it is clear that
competition has arrived in both traditional and new forms in the just recent past.
Competition is decidedly more intense in the BellSouth territory, which for the most part
includes the more densely populated areas. The vast majority of competition is taking place
in products and services which are only marginally, if at all, impacted by traditional
regulation at the state level. In particular long distance bundling, cable (both broadband
and VoIP), wireless and resale and UNE-P pricing are the major competitive conduits. Also,
as mentioned, many of the areas in Kentucky lacking competitive pressure are outside the
BellSouth-Kentucky territory. So while competition in Kentucky is below many states (as
measured on zip code penetration), competition within the BellSouth territory has definitely
changed and increased. Throughout this report, Vantage makes use of FCC reported data.
The FCC data is one of the few sources of unbiased data on a state by state and national
basis. It is also data that has been prominent in Kentucky BellSouth proceedings. As we
present this data, Vantage has also noted places where the data may be misleading or at
least not providing a complete picture.

E. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
II-F1

Competition in the U.S. Telco industry has continued to increase from both
traditional and new sources.

II-F2

Competition has continued to increase in Kentucky during the three year term of
the TRP.

II-F3

There is no evidence that the TRP has hindered competition in Kentucky.

II-F4

Industry experts and analysts believe the financial and regulatory climates are
precarious for RBOCs, such as BellSouth.

III-F1

Traditional Service Quality has not deteriorated under the TRP.

III-F2

The measurement of Service Quality at the wholesale level has increased in
recent years.

III-F3

The Service Standards in place under the TRP combined with wholesale
measures give adequate assurance of service quality.

III-F4

High Speed Internet Connections appear to be growing at an increasing rate.

III-F5

High Speed Data Information on the rural areas is very spotty.

III-F6

Overall, the State of Kentucky lags behind other States in high speed internet
access.
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III-F7

By any measure, the broadband investment objective agreed to by BellSouth as
part of the TRP has been met.

III-F8

The TRP alone did not drive broadband investment, but provided tremendous
impetus.

III-F9

The strategic plan, since 2001 and every year thereafter, has adequately
addressed the impact of the PRP/TRP in meeting its overall corporate objectives.

III-F10

The strategic plan although well defined and while reflecting the impact of the
TRP on BellSouth’s Kentucky operations does not specifically reference the goals
of the TRP enumerated in the Commission’s Order in Case No. 99-434.

III-F11

The strategic plan and, in particular, BellSouth’s aggressive broadband rollout,
does not appear to conflict with broader BellSouth objectives.

III-F12

During the 2001 through 2003 transition period, BellSouth met or exceeded all of
the goals set in the TRP that were designed to replace the implicit effects that
were an intended, but immeasurable, outcome of the prior application of the
Total Factor Productivity offset.

III-F13

BellSouth’s strategic plan has effectively addressed the issue of line losses and
has implemented a well-defined implementation plan to react to competitive
pressures that have lead to the diminution of its market share.

III-F14

There does not appear to be any relevant issues, specific to Kentucky including
urban versus rural considerations, that are not already being addressed in
BellSouth’s strategic plan.

IV-F1

Bell South has responded to the competitive Kentucky telecommunications
marketplace through rebalancing rates and adjusting rates to reflect market
conditions, all in compliance with the provisions and objectives of the TRP.

IV-F2

The provisions of the TRP have not materially impacted BellSouth-Kentucky’s
ability to compete in the marketplace.1

IV-F3

The issue of presumptive validity, while still part of an ongoing proceeding, is as
valid today as it was three years ago.

IV-F4

BellSouth-Kentucky competitors have not been stifled in either entering or
competing in the Kentucky telecommunications marketplace due to any
provisions of the TRP.

IV-F5

BellSouth has followed the TRP provisions regarding Contract Service
Arrangements(CSA).
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IV-F6

BellSouth’s requirements for filing CSA information have been modified and
KPSC concerns over CSA policy issues have resulted in their opening a Case,
which is still pending.

IV-F7

BellSouth has proposed to the KPSC that the TRP continue as is with only one
change.

RECOMMENDATIONS
IV-R1

The TRP should be continued. (Refer to Finding IV-F1, F2, F4 and F7.)

IV-R2

The KPSC should consider taking the next step in further relaxing regulatory
oversight of BellSouth’s tariffs through establishing some form of presumptive
validity within the TRP. (Refer to Finding IV-F3.)

IV-R3

The KPSC should strongly consider accepting, in some fashion, the Joint Industry
Proposal put forth by BellSouth, Kentucky ALLTEL and Cincinnati Bell
regarding Contract Service Arrangement standards. (Refer to Finding IV-F6.)

IV-R4

The KPSC should make the TRP permanent and address any modifications
needed in the future as issues arise. (Refer to Finding IV-F7.)

IV-R5

BellSouth – Kentucky and the Commission should review existing statutes to
determine if there are any outdated regulations in effect. (Refer to Finding IV –
F3, and F7.)
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II. BACKGROUND AND STATUS OF COMPETITIVE
MARKET
This section provides details on the current status of competition in Kentucky and the US.
As a great deal of information has already been provided to the Commission and Staff from
BellSouth and others regarding competition in Kentucky, we have tried to add a broader
context with additional information. The phrase “current status of competition “ alone will
provide an idea of the nature of competition in Kentucky and elsewhere. During the course
of drafting this over-section of the report in the fall of 2003, the section had to undergo
numerous revisions to reflect the major changes and announcements that were taking place
in telecommunication.

A. COMPETITIVE TRENDS FOR LOCAL SERVICE IN THE U.S.
II-F1

Competition in the U.S. Telco industry has continued to increase from both
traditional and new sources.

At the time of the original Vantage audit, we noted the extraordinary changes that were
taking place in the telecommunications market. Those changes continued, but in a direction
and pace totally unanticipated by seemingly almost all industry leaders and observers.
Many of the up-and-coming companies at that time have subsequently ceased to exist,
merged and/or declared bankruptcy. Some, if not most, of these companies suffered from
fundamental flaws in business plans, what now seem to be grandiose predications of
growth and in too may cases, criminal fraud. The industry has shown considerable
resilience and has re-emerged with stronger players, new technology advances and
combinations of legitimate and key players. The average consumer is at long last seeing the
benefits of competition promised in the Telecom Act of 1996.
Competition today is definitely more visible at the residential level. At the time of the
previous Vantage review, competition was in place in Kentucky, but it was primarily
focused on the business market (this was the case throughout the country). Competition for
the residential customer primarily consisted of wireless alternatives with a relatively small
number of residential customers served by resellers. Cable was offering Voice Over IP, but
with an older technology that never solved voice quality problems. In late 2003, this focus
has shifted to the residential market. Residential customers increasingly have choices for
phone and broadband service from landline CLECs, wireless, cable and Voice Over IP
(VoIP). Another measure of competition, pricing, is coming under ever increasing pressure
even in wireLINE as bundling of services has grown to include interstate and intrastate long
distance calling, often at a fixed and very low rate. With all the known changes taking place
in the industry and the experience of having seen first-hand emerging technologies
evaporate, we limit our discussion of competition to “what is” rather than what may be.
Overall, in the U.S.2, the FCC reports that in 2003 end user customers obtained local
telephone service by means of some 155.9 million incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC)
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switched access lines, 26.9 million competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) switched
access lines, and 147.6 million mobile wireless telephone service subscriptions.3
Obviously CLECs have continued to make inroads in their share of switched access lines
both through resale and also UNE. To put the increase in perspective, from December 1999
through June of 2003, the CLEC share of U.S. switched access lines grew more than
threefold from 4.3 percent to 14.7 percent.4

CLEC Share of Switched Access Lines
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The absolute number of CLEC lines has also grown in the U.S. from 8.2 million in December
1999 to almost 27 million in June 2003. This increase is accelerating. For the 12-month
period ending June 30, 2003, CLEC end user lines increased by 24 percent.

CLEC End User Switched Access Lines
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CLEC lines and percentage market share are increasing as the total number of access lines
reported by ILECs and all providers have decreased. The following table shows the changes
since December 1999 in the number of total access lines, CLEC and ILEC lines and the CLEC
percentage.
Total U.S. End User Switched Access Lines
ILEC Lines
CLEC Lines
Total
181,307,695
8,194,243
189,501,938
155,922,118
26,890,594
182,812,712

Date
December 1999
June 2003

CLEC Share
4.3 %
14.7%

Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table13

Several things are notable beyond the CLEC increase. First, is the dramatic decrease in ILEC
switched access lines since December 1999. Second, is the decrease in overall switched
access lines. The decrease is actually more than shown since total access lines increased to
192,555,081 in December of 2000 before falling to the most recent level. Not shown in any
FCC numbers is the increases in lines that have occurred in rural, less populated areas. The
actual numbers and extent of penetration in these areas is somewhat of an enigma, due to
FCC reporting requirements that only call for the largest CLECs to report. Many of the
smaller communities and rural areas across the country are served by these small CLECs,
which never show up in FCC numbers, (more on the impact of this reporting flaw later in
this chapter). The major story however, remains the combination of decreasing traditional
line count and increasing CLEC market penetration. ILECs have a decreasing share of a
decreasing land-line switched access market.

Resold and UNE
The means of providing switched lines via traditional telephony has also changed as
economics increasingly favored UNE over resale. This is represented graphically in the
following exhibit.

Resold and UNE Lines
Total U.S.( Thousands)
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Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table 45
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CLECs reported that in June 2003, they were providing 18 percent of their switched access
lines via resale, which is down from 43 percent in December 1999. Provisioning via UNEs
increased to 58 percent of their total, up from 24 percent in December 1999. 6 Within the
UNE category, CLEC usage of UNE with switching is growing. Over the six month period
January-June of 2003, ILECs reported to the FCC a 27 percent increase in UNE loops with
switching along with a 1 percent reduction in UNE loops without switching.

Cable
The provision of switched access via coaxial cable has grown although not at the rate or the
level that the hype surrounding cable would lead one to believe. From December of
20007 until June of 2003 the percent of end user switched access lines provided using coaxial
cable grew from 7.6 percent to 11.3. As shown, the number actually declined slightly on a
percentage basis in 20038. This is shown graphically in the following chart.

Percent CLEC Lines provided via Coaxial Cable
Total U.S.
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However, the absolute number of access lines provided via cable has continued to grow
until recently when it has leveled off.
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CLEC Switched Access- Coaxial Lines
Total U.S. (000s)
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Cable will continue to be a major player, especially in the broadband markets, but many
experts believe the saturation point is being reached. This is due to a limited number of
customers coming from new build outs and price competitive competition from other
sources. (notably DSL) VoIP is expected to grow but we hesitate to jump on the bandwagon
as yet by accepting industry growth projections.

Business and Residential Service
At the time of the previous Vantage review, competition was certainly underway, but much
of the focus was on large business, corporate and government customers. This situation has
nearly reversed itself by the end of year 2003. In December of 1999, 41.1 percent of
end user switched access lines served by CLECs were reported as residential and small
business.

Total U.S. End User Access Lines
December 1999

Other
59%

Residential
and Small
Business
41%

Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table 2
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By June of 2003, 62 percent of end user lines served by CLECs were in the residential and
small business category. This percentage varies greatly on a state-by-state basis. In North
Carolina only 29 percent of CLEC lines serve residential and small business customers. In
South Dakota, 95 percent of CLEC lines are for residential service. The remaining states9
reported across this spectrum with no discernable pattern. Nationwide, 78 percent of ILEC
lines were providing service to residential and small business customers. Kentucky looks
very much like the national averages. In Kentucky 81 percent of ILEC lines are provided to
residential and small business customers, compared to the 78 percent national average. In
Kentucky 57 percent of CLEC lines are provided to residential and small business
customers, compared to the 62 percent national average.

Total U.S. End User Switched Access Lines
June 2003
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38%
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62%

Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table 2

B. COMPETITIVE TRENDS FOR BELLSOUTH
II-F2

Competition has continued to increase in Kentucky during the three year term of
the TRP.

By almost any measure, competition and the choices available to Kentucky customers have
increased since the TRP was put into place. The data presented here seems to also show that
Kentucky is severely behind in many areas. The reasons behind this seeming contradiction,
is the type of service area BellSouth covers, the technologies driving economic competition
and the lack of completeness in the readily available FCC data.
Kentucky has relatively low population densities and income levels. Kentucky’s per capita
income level is only 84% of the national average, which places it at 41st in the U.S.10 In
contrast, Florida has one of the highest, if not the highest, rates of zip code measured
broadband deployment in the U.S.11 Florida also ranks 19th in the nation in per capita
income and has the ninth highest population density in the U.S.
Where the TRP has impact, competition has increased. Many of the zip codes in Kentucky
which are without broadband and which contribute to the low penetration rates in
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Kentucky are outside of the BellSouth service territory. Within BellSouth service territory,
fully 77 percent of zip codes have broadband capability.
Lastly, the technologies now extend beyond copper and fiber. Cable is the high speed
provider of choice in the U.S. and is now positioned to make significant inroads into voice
with VoIP technology. Yet neither the TRP nor BellSouth have any control or impact over
the deployment of coaxial cable.
II-F3

There is no evidence that the TRP has hindered competition in Kentucky.

The Vantage viewpoint, both in the original review and this one, is whether the regulatory
structure would hinder competition. While regulation continues to play a significant role in
telephony issues, the reality is that much of the competition is now coming from outside the
traditional regulated arena of rates and standards imposed on the ILEC for local service.
Cable and wireless(cellular) in particular provide the significant competition for broadband
and voice respectively, yet operate using different conduits with little or no state regulation.

Switched Access - Kentucky and BellSouth States
Within the BellSouth states, FCC data shows that Kentucky CLECs serve the lowest
percentage of switched access lines at 5 percent.

CLEC Share Switched Access Lines
All BellSouth States
As of June 30, 2003
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On an access line basis, only Mississippi has fewer lines served by CLECs than does
Kentucky. However, this is one of the statistics where the FCC reporting methods can skew
numbers in states with large rural areas. The FCC only requires that CLECs with greater
than 10,000 access lines in a state report on the Form 477. Form 477 serves as the basis for
most FCC competitive telco reports.
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For example, only 7 of the 85 CLECs operating in Kentucky report to the FCC on Form 477.
This leaves Kentucky underrepresented on CLEC lines by 73,000 to 130,000.12 Further, the
FCC reports that 40 percent of Kentucky zip codes are without any competitive CLECs. Yet
within BellSouth territory only seven percent of zip codes lack a competitive CLEC and all
BellSouth wire centers have at least six CLECs.
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WIRELESS
By June 2003, end user customers obtained local telephone service by a variety of means –
some 147.6 million mobile wireless telephone service subscriptions as compared to 155.9
million incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) switched access lines and 26.9 million
competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) switched access lines. Competition in this sector
continues to grow.
Wireless voice competition was evident at the time of the original Vantage review and has
continued to gain customers. Wireless is increasingly being used as total replacement for
land lines either for additional lines or as a replacement for the land lines altogether. The
estimates of the amount of total replacement vary considerably, but the overall absolute
increases are known. Nationwide, mobile wireless telephone subscribers increased 6%
during the first six months of 2003 from 138.9 million to 147.6 million. For the full twelve
months ending June 30, 2003, mobile wireless subscriptions increased by 13 percent.
In Kentucky, wireless subscriptions have increased from 911,000 in December of 1999 to
1,595,290 in June of 2003, representing an approximate 75 percent increase. In the BellSouth
states, Kentucky had the second lowest percentage increase in mobile line subscriptions
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from December 1999 through June of 2003. Kentucky mobile growth is also below the
national average. This is shown graphically in the following chart.

Mobile Wireless Subscribers
Percent Change Dec. 99-June 03
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Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table 13

Customers with Competitive Options
While it is easy to find information and articles noting how competition has increased, it is
not so simple to understand who is benefiting from the competition and what it really
means in terms of competitive choices. We have already discussed the shift in competitive
focus since the first Vantage review. Clearly the focus on residential and small business has
increased significantly. But, the questions still remain, how many customers are getting
competitive choices?
At a geographic level, the number of US Zip codes with competitive choices is high. In fact
it is surprisingly high when factoring in the low density of counties in the Western U.S.
Fully 73 percent of U.S. zip codes were served by at least one CLEC in June of 2003.
Alternately, as shown in the following chart, only 27 percent of the zip codes in the United
States DO NOT have a CLEC, 19 percent have one CLEC opportunity and 37 percent have
four or more CLECs serving the zip code. Amazingly, 12.2 percent of U.S. zip codes now
have 10 OR MORE CLECs serving them (not shown in the graph). More than half the zip
codes now have two or more CLECs serving the area.
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Percentage of Zip Codes with no CLECs

zero
27%

4 or more
37%

3
7%

2
10%

1
19%

Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table 10

Not surprisingly, the zip codes with the highest household density also tend to have the
largest numbers of CLECs. The following chart gives an idea of population density and
CLEC options. The chart requires some explanation. For example, what the chart is
showing is that the zip codes with no CLECs are only four percent of the households. Zip
codes with the minimum threshold of 1-3 competitors have 18 percent of the US households.
Those zip codes with the greatest number of choices with 4 or more competitors have 78
percent of the population. This provides some perspective to the previous table. The 27 per
cent of zip codes shown above which have zero CLECs have only 4 percent of households.

Percentage of Households by Zip Codes
Served by CLEC

zero
4% 1 to 3
18%

4 or more
78%

Source: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table 10
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Although it is not shown graphically, the same situation holds true for income levels. Again
it is no surprise that the zip codes with highest incomes also enjoy the largest number of
competitive choices.

C. US FINANCIAL AND REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE
II-F4

Industry experts and analysts believe the financial and regulatory climates are
precarious for RBOCs such as BellSouth.

The new and increasing competition identified above has raised questions as to the financial
health of traditional companies, such as BellSouth, as well as other players in the industry.
This section of the report provides some recent assessments of both potential financial issues
facing BellSouth and some overall regulatory questions and hurdles that must be addressed.
Vantage does not endorse any of these positions or offer our own analysis.
In order to get a sense of the overall view of RBOCs, such as BellSouth by financial and
regulatory analysts, we reviewed a number of analyst reports. These reports provide a
perspective of how BellSouth and the other RBOCs are likely to fare in the near future. The
following findings or comments come from the attachments below:

JP Morgan
•
•
•
•
•

Competition will likely intensify
Regulatory environment unaccommodating to the RBOCs
IXCs face more competitive pressure than the RBOCs
RBOC EBITDA margins will likely decline
RBOC Capex sustainable at current levels

PRECURSOR INVESTMENT PERSPECTIVE (4Q review)
Telecom Is Nowhere Near Bottom. - Severe and multiple competitive pricing pressures are
increasingly stressing this largely price-inelastic, high fixed-cost, and hyper-regulated
industry. U.S. telecom is now likely the least hospitable G-7 telecom market.

PRECURSOR INVESTMENT PERSPECTIVE (September 3, 2003)

Triennial “ Granular ” Order Is Regulatory Quicksand for
Wireline Shareholders. After a more detailed analysis of the interplay of
the many individual provisions of the Triennial Review, Precursor now believes the order is
more regulatory overall and much less deregulatory for broadband than the FCC signaled
in February or the market expected. Practically, this order could be the
most anti-investment, shareholder wealth destroying FCC order since
passage of the Telecom Act. This order is horrible for shareholders of SBC, Q,
BLS, VZ, FON, and equipment suppliers (LU, NT, and TLAB).
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PRECURSOR INVESTMENT PERSPECTIVE (November 7, 2003)

Cheaper and Better VoIP Service Now Poised to Transform
Telecom
Summary: Precursor believes Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is poised to go
mainstream in ‘04. VoIP will likely transform the telecom industry—accelerating
local and long distance (LD) price declines, and changing generic
voice services into a software application with near infinite, niche
features. Overall, VoIP will likely be a negative dynamic for incumbent local and LD
providers, crushing prices as much cheaper, VoIP based products substitute current
services. However, the question still remains—how fast will the technology scale and
consumers adopt.? We believe VoIP is positioned for rapid growth in the
consumer and business access market since: cost savings can be compelling;
quality has improved and is less of an issue; new features will help differentiate the service;
broadband penetration has increased; and cable has greater incentive to embrace the
technology. We also believe the risk of significant regulatory overhang on VoIP is
overblown. Winners and Losers. In the consumer market, VZ, SBC, BLS, and Q
will likely face greater competition and price pressure from cable providers and Internetbased services.

FROM SOUNDVIEW (NOVEMBER 6, 2003)
The Issue
Shares of the regional bells (RBOCs) are coming under pressure today, and much of this is
likely due to comments out of the FCC regarding wireLINE to wireLESS portability.

Potential Impact of WireLINE to WireLESS Legislation
The four RBOCs (BellSouth, Verizon, SBC and Qwest) currently possess 147.93 million
access lines, and there are currently 152.9 million wireless customers (54.3% market
penetration) in the U.S. In our opinion, it is conceivable that ~30% (44.4 million lines) of
wireLINEs may eventually migrate to wireLESS over the next several years.
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PRECURSOR INVESTMENT PERSPECTIVE (Precursor Investment Perspective
4Q 03)
Telecom Is Nowhere Near Bottom.
Severe and multiple competitive pricing pressures are increasingly stressing this largely
price-inelastic, high fixed-cost, and hyper-regulated industry. U.S. telecom is now likely the
least hospitable G-7 telecom market. The U.S. telecom pricing structure is collapsing from
competitive substitution trends (data, wireless, and cable) and regulated, deep resale
discount pricing. Precursor continues to advise underweighting telecom, including
SBC, BLS, Q, T, FON, AWE, PCS, LU, NT, and TLAB. We maintain a
market weight for VZ only because it is relatively the strongest
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U.S. provider. COVAD is a lone overweight as the regulatory “chosen one” to
grow the new competitive line splitting voice-DSL bundle. The FCC’s recent Triennial
Review Order was a disaster for investors.
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FROM SOUNDVIEW (NOVEMBER 6, 2003)
The Issue
Shares of the regional bells (RBOCs) are coming under pressure today, and much of this is
likely due to comments out of the FCC regarding wireLINE to wireLESS portability.
Yesterday, FCC Commissioner Kathleen Abernathy stated she hoped that the FCC would
issue a release on intermodal local number portability as early as Nov. 7, 2003, though we do
not expect this to occur until at least late next week. Abernathy went on to indicate that she
expects the Commission to study whether it should change the porting interval in a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NPRM), which will perhaps be released with the local number
portability order on Nov. 24, 2003. Wireless carriers are expected to adhere to a new porting
interval of two and one-half hours, which is supported by the wireless carriers, though the
wireline carriers support the current four-day porting requirement.
Background
On Nov. 24, wireLESS to wireLESS portability goes into effect, along with 12-15% of
wireLINEs, which are within what are termed fixed-line rate centers, within which a wireless
switch is located. In these situations, wireLINEs will be required as of Nov. 24 to be ported
to wireLESS if desired by a customer. But this leaves the other 85-88% of wireLINEs as an
opportunity for the wireless sector (Nextel, Verizon Wireless, AT&T Wireless, Cingular,
Sprint PCS and T-Mobile), and as we have anticipated, legislative support for this measure
appears to be gaining traction. It appears to us that FCC Chairman Powell and the majority
of the Commission are leaning toward implementing broad-based porting between wireLINE
carriers and wireLESS carriers. This will be studied in a NPRM that would likely take six
months or so, but we believe that this is the direction the industry is heading, and would be a
negative for the regional bells.
FCC Is Potentially Accelerating Legislation
The FCC appears to be accelerating efforts (in its public commentary) to potentially require
all wireLINE to wireLESS porting, which we believe would negatively impact the regional
bells and result in an acceleration of RBOC line losses to wireless carriers. In our initiation
of the wireless services sector, we mentioned that beyond the wireLESS to wireLESS
portability opportunity, the potentially larger opportunity is for wireless companies to gain
new customers at the expense of all wirelines. The NPRM to be issued by the FCC will be
the first catalyst in this chain of events, in our opinion, and could come as soon as the next
few weeks.
Potential Impact of WireLINE to WireLESS Legislation
The four RBOCs (BellSouth, Verizon, SBC and Qwest) currently possess 147.93 million
access lines, and there are currently 152.9 million wireless customers (54.3% market
penetration) in the U.S. In our opinion, it is conceivable that ~30% (44.4 million lines) of
wireLINEs may eventually migrate to wireLESS over the next several years. The major
impediments to this include coverage, quality of service, and capacity. In addition, a lesser
known impediment to consumers, and therefore not as much of an impediment as a result of
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this, is that it will likely take until at least the end of 2005 for emergency 911 services to
correctly identify caller location to emergency services. Nevertheless, this will gradually
improve from the approximate 6% coverage for wireless E911 service today, and we believe
this will help to further accelerate wireline to wireline migration.
Wireline to Wireless Migration: We expect the overall trend in the telecommunications
sector during the next three to five years to center on the migration of access lines and
wireline subscribers to the wireless sector. However, this does not imply lack of challenges
in the wireless space including increased pricing competition, regulatory issues that can
affect levels of churn, and increasing numbers of subscribers and sufficient coverage.
However, while wireline access lines are estimated to decline 3%-5% annually for the next
several years, conversely, we expect wireless subscribers to increase 6%-8% over the next
five years. The desire to eliminate the tether of a wired access line is powerful for
consumers, and nearly a requirement for an increasingly mobile workforce. Furthermore, as
quality of wireless service continues to improve and additional vertical add-on services
become required telephony features, there should be little reason for subscription to both a
wireless and a wireline telephone.
It follows that we believe wireline revenues will decline 2%-4% per year over the next five
years, while wireless revenues are expected to increase 8%-9% per year. The sustentation of
wireless revenue will help to stabilize and increase operating margins steadily over our
forecast period, albeit from lower levels than the wireline carriers. Conversely, carriers
primarily focused on the wireline business will be required to reduce costs faster than
declining revenues in order to generate improving margins. It appears that wireline carriers
have come to this determination as well, and we believe the wireless carriers will remain
better positioned relative to the wireline carriers even though some of the wireline businesses
will be sufficient to offset the weakness in those company's wireline businesses.
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III. BELLSOUTH - KENTUCKY PERFORMANCE
A. SERVICE QUALITY
A primary concern in any regulation is the impact that the regulation may inadvertently
have on service quality. In this instance, Vantage was concerned that as BellSouth came
under intense competitive pressure, while at the same time being required to extend funds
for Broadband deployment, that service quality might suffer. Basically, if something had to
give it might be service quality.
The original TRP, as supported by Vantage in the previous review, contained service quality
measures that would continue to provide the Commission with visibility and monitoring of
BellSouth service quality. Vantage reviewed these basic service quality measures which are
the same as those provided to the Commission. Based on the review we concluded that
service quality has not deteriorated during the TRP and there is no indication of negative
trends at the reported level.13 We elected not to present the basic service quality measures
here since they are the same measures formally presented to the Commission and that have
also been provided numerous times in proceedings. The service objectives in this category
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Percent of requests for regular service fulfilled within 5 working days unless the
applicant specifically requests a later date.
Percent of telephone calls experiencing blockage due to an equipment or all
trunks busy condition within the local dialing area.
Percent of telephone calls offered to toll connecting or interchange trunks
encountering an all trunks busy condition.
Average speed of answer time for operator assisted calls and calls requiring
operator number identification.
Average speed of answering time for calls to repair service.
Percent of out of service troubles cleared within 24 hours unless the customer
requests a later time.
Average rate of customer trouble reports per 100 access lines.

Our analysis showed that there were no negative trends in any of the service quality
measures since implementation of the TRP. At a high level (number of misses reported to
the Commission), service in most categories has improved or at least held steady. A more
detailed review looked at the individual exchanges reporting under KRS 10(1), Requests for
Service Filled within five days, 25(3) Percent out of Service Cleared in 24 hours, and 25(4)
Average rate of customer trouble reports per 100 lines. Of particular interest were those
exchanges that had broadband capability versus POTS and those with competition. Again
no negative patterns could be discerned.
Vantage took the analysis of service quality one step deeper before reaching our final
conclusions. One area that experience shows to be a very good barometer of service quality
and resource constraints is the number of repeat reports. Repeat reports are trouble reports
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issued on the same line within a 30 day period. Under resource constrained conditions or if
operations are straining to meet Out Of Service (OOS) trouble objectives, repeats will rise.
Troubles that would normally have been truly repaired are not and reappear as repeats. We
looked for any such situations at BellSouth and found none. As the chart below shows,
repeats have generally declined over the last three years and have stayed low throughout
200314.
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In Kentucky, BellSouth does not separate the work groups providing service to CLECs and
to their own customers. All work is essentially handled as “work” without regard to
whether the customer is wholesale or retail. This significantly minimizes opportunities for
service slippage (which would occur on the retail not wholesale side).
III-F1

Traditional Service Quality has not deteriorated under the TRP.

Service quality as measured by the traditional service measures has not deteriorated under
the TRP. The evaluative criteria used was not whether the TRP had improved quality but
rather that service quality had remained consistent in the face of major broadband
deployment, competition, and the massive changes taking place in the industry. With this
criteria, service quality has not deteriorated.
III-F2

The measurement of Service Quality at the wholesale level has increased in
recent years.

In addition to the traditional measures of service quality, long distance approval has meant
greatly increased service quality measurement at the wholesale level with associated
penalties. The wholesale performance plans have greatly increased the attention given to
even obscure metrics. While these measurement plans by definition address wholesale
performance, in reality it is often impossible or at least difficult, to separate performance
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levels at the wholesale and retail levels. This results in a de facto performance measurement
for all customers resulting in generally better service.
III-F3

The Service Standards in place under the TRP combined with wholesale
measures give adequate assurance of service quality.

The combination of TRP service objectives, which are traditional in scope, and the wholesale
service objectives mean that BellSouth is well measured and observed across the board. The
critical measures in the TRP prevent resources from being shifted to the wholesale side and
the wholesale measures with their considerable financial penalties prevent sliding in the
other direction. A third factor, competition, has finally become viable enough in many areas
to give customers the ultimate means of expressing displeasure with service.

B. ALTERNATE COMPETITORS
BROADBAND
Broadband or more specifically, high speed data services are increasing across the U.S. at an
extremely high rate.15 During the first six months of 2003, high speed lines increased by 18
percent and have increased by 45 percent during the 12 months ending June 2003. Almost
88 percent of these lines serve residential and small business customers. Providers of high
speed cable and ADSL now report serving customers in all US states, DC and Puerto Rico.
Advanced service lines, which provide services in both directions at greater than 200
kilobits per second (kbps), make up 80 percent of the high speed lines. Almost 88 percent of
these lines also serve residential customers. This is summarized in the chart below.

High Speed
Advanced

High Speed Lines in the U.S.
June 2003 (in millions)
Business
Residential
2.9
2.0

Total
20.6
14.3

23.5
16.3

Source: FCC- High-Speed Services for Internet Access, Status as of June 30, 2003 Various

Cable modems and DSL (or ADSL - asymmetric digital subscriber lines) make up the
majority of high speed and advanced lines. ADSL was used to provide high speed service
to 7.7 million subscribers by June 2003. This is a 50 percent increase in the twelve months
ending June 30, 2003. Cable modems provide service to 11.4 million subscribers. Cable
modems have also experienced extreme growth in the last year. Cable modem subscription
increased by 24 percent in the six months ending June 30, 2003 and for the twelve months
ending the same date, the increase was 49 percent.

CABLE
As we have already noted, the growth across the U.S. in cable modems is extremely high
and appears to be increasing. The following table shows the growth of high-speed coaxial
lines in only three and one half years.
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Unfortunately, data is not available for a direct comparison in Kentucky over this same
period. However, June 2003 data is available for Kentucky and other BellSouth states. As
shown in the following, Kentucky has by far the lowest number of coaxial high-speed lines
of any of the BellSouth states.
Number of Coaxial High Speed lines in BellSouth States
As of June 30, 2003
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Kentucky had only 23,672 high speed coaxial lines as of June 30, 2003 compared to the next
lowest BellSouth state, Mississippi which had 50,234. However, as we have noted, the FCC
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data may not be complete. As an example, Insight Communications, Inc.’s 2002 annual
report states that Insight’s Kentucky Systems served 51,500 cable modem customers at the
end of 2002. Such disparities make it difficult to rely on the FCC high speed services report
for Kentucky.
To say that competition from cable is fluid would be an understatement. In fact, during the
drafting in November and December of 2003, this section was rewritten numerous times to
take into account the dramatic changes in the market place in the cable arena. One of the
more notable events was the announcement on December 8, 2003 by Time Warner that it
had signed an agreement with both Sprint and MCI to send and deliver telephony services
over Time Warner’s cable lines.

SATELLITE, FIXED WIRELESS AND OTHER
Satellite continues to operate as an alternative for high-speed access in areas where both
ADSL and cable are unavailable. Newer technology now allows for both high-speed
uploads and downloads on satellite, which has improved the attractiveness. Some
providers such as DirecTV have attempted to position satellite as a direct alternative to cable
and ADSL, but this has been mostly unsuccessful to date. The lack of success is thought to
be due to several factors including cost, requirements for an unobstructed southern
exposure, reliability, and a lack of bundling options available with other options. The cost
of satellite high-speed access has dropped, but still remains well above other options.
DirecTV requires an up-front cost of at least $599 for equipment plus $60 per month.
Fixed wireless, which uses a radio spectrum to communicate with a customer transmitter,
also provides a limited number of high-speed lines in the U.S. Likewise, fiber to the home
provides a limited number of subscribers with high-speed access.16
The relative distribution of high-speed and advanced lines as has been discussed is shown
graphically below:

High Speed Lines by Type of Technology
Total U.S. June 30, 2003
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Source: FCC- High-Speed Services for Internet Access, Status as of June 30, 2003, Table 1
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As the graph shows, the overwhelming number of high-speed lines is being provided via
cable even before the recent six month advances. ADSL makes up 33 percent of high-speed
lines. The remaining technologies provide less than 8 percent of high-speed lines.

Advanced High Speed Lines by Type of Technology
Total U.S.- June 2003
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Source: FCC- High-Speed Services for Internet Access, Status as of June 30, 2003, Table 2

The situation for advanced high-speed lines which carry signals at greater than 200 kbps in
both directions is even more dominated by cable, which makes up 73 percent of these lines.
In terms of breadth of coverage, 91 percent of all zip codes in the U.S. have at least one highspeed provider as of June 30, 2003, 47 percent of the U.S. zip codes have from one to three
providers, and nearly 44 percent have 4 or more providers.
Percent of Zip Codes with no High Speed Providers
zero
9%

Four or more
44%

one to three
47%

Source: FCC- High-Speed Services for Internet Access, Status as of June 30, 2003, Table 12

The saturation in Kentucky is not nearly as high. In Kentucky 22 percent of zip codes still
lacked a single high-speed provider, 57 percent of Kentucky zip codes had from one to three
providers. Kentucky also lags behind the other BellSouth states. The following table shows
the percentage of states zip codes that lack a single high-speed provider as of June 2003.
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BellSouth States
Kentucky
Alabama
Nationwide
Louisiana
South Carolina
Mississippi
Georgia
Tennessee
North Carolina
Florida

Percent of U.S. Zip Codes with
no High Speed Providers
22
10
9
8
7
7
5
3
2
1

Source: FCC- High-Speed Services for Internet Access, Status as of June 30, 2003, Table 13

As shown, according to the FCC data, no other BellSouth State has even half the number of
zip codes with no high-speed provider, as does Kentucky.
However, as we have noted, the FCC data has some flaws. One area of potential problems
is that the data does not give an indication of the extent of each state’s access lines served by
BellSouth and other large independents. It also does not show the extent of geographic or
income concentration. Since all competitive services flow first to areas of higher density
and income, these factor are critical qualifiers. The following illustrates this point.
BELLSOUTH KENTUCKY SERVING AREA17

FCC Advanced Services Report Zip Code Data (June 30, 2003 Report)
Total Zip Codes in BellSouth-KY Serving Area

389

Zip Codes with at least one High-Speed Provider per FCC
Advanced Services Report

308

Percentage of BellSouth Zip Codes with No High-Speed
Provider

21%

As shown, within BellSouth Kentucky service territory, 21 percent of zip codes lack a high
speed provider using FCC data, yet adjusting this data for zip codes which have availability
of xDSL, drops the number to 14 percent. As shown in the following:18
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FCC Advanced Services Report Zip Code Data Updated with
BellSouth DSL Coverage19
Total Zip Codes in BellSouth-KY Serving Area

389

Zip Codes With a High-Speed Provider per FCC Advanced
Services Report

308

Additional Zip Codes Within 18Kft of Central Office DSLAM

26

Total Zip Codes with a High-Speed Provider
Percentage of BellSouth Zip Codes with no High-Speed
Provider
III-F4

334
14%

High-Speed Internet Connections appear to be growing at an increasing rate.

As we have discussed, high-speed internet connections from both cable and ADSL are
increasing at rather remarkable rates. Cable modems almost appear to be increasing in a
“hockey stick” fashion. Unfortunately for the timing of this report, much of the increase has
occurred in the last year and is underway right now, yet reliable data is only available up
through June of 2003.
This situation is true throughout the US and also in Kentucky, although Kentucky is
operating from a smaller base than many states so the increase will be proportionally
smaller. Some analysts expect the cable modem growth to moderate, but reliable objective
data does not yet suggest this.
III-F5

High Speed Data Information on the rural areas is very spotty.

One of the primary areas Vantage was concerned with in this audit, is the extent of
broadband availability in rural, less dense areas. While information is available from
BellSouth on service in all areas, information from other ILECs, the FCC and small CLECs is
very difficult or impossible to obtain. For example, the FCC only requires that facilities
based providers with more than 250 high speed lines in a state must report on Form 477.
While this has little, if any, impact on state level numbers, it definitely obscures the situation
in the rural communities that often are served by small niche marketers. It also obscures the
extent of coverage by geography(zip code) as many rural areas are served by high speed
access, but the service providers are not required to report. To quote the FCC:
“ In particular, we do not know how comprehensively small providers, many
of which serve rural areas with relatively small populations, are represented
in the data summarized here.20”
For this reason, it is difficult to make any comparison within Kentucky or with other states
as to what is happening in these rural areas.
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III-F6

Overall, the State of Kentucky lags behind other States in High-Speed Internet
Access.

As we have discussed in the analysis just presented in this report, BellSouth has gone
beyond the original TRP obligations in terms of DSL deployment, and high speed access.
Yet, BellSouth is only part of the overall picture for high-speed access in the state of
Kentucky. Other ILECs, cable providers, and CLECs operating within and outside of
BellSouth territory also play a major role. It is in these areas that Kentucky seems to be
lagging in terms of deployment.

BELLSOUTH LINE CANNIBALISM
A topic which is almost impossible to accurately quantify is the extent to which BellSouth
line losses and competitive gains are in fact BellSouth and affiliates cannibalizing their own
POTS lines. Many customers choose to remove a second voice line when installing DSL.
Yet if BellSouth sells the DSL to the customer then there is offsetting revenue. The same is
true for the increasing trend to utilize cellular as the primary or only voice line. If that
customer chooses Cingular, then once again BellSouth at the corporate level receives
offsetting revenue. 21
The issue becomes even more convoluted when trying to evaluate the net losses and
factoring in gains obtained through wholesale revenue increases. Obviously BellSouth,
would prefer to have direct retention of revenues, but when DSL is provided over BellSouth
Resold or UNE lines then there is an offsetting revenue component.
Estimates of real line losses can very widely (at any ILEC, in any state) and are difficult to
make due to simultaneous variables of real line losses, customer churn, DSL voice
substitution and the provision of service over wholly owned competitor facilities in large
customer markets. Vantage did not attempt to differentiate and quantify the offsetting
revenue, but certainly considered it and was aware of the implications in this review.

C. BROADBAND IMPLEMENTATION
BROADBAND INVESTMENT
One of the fundamental objectives of the TRP was to encourage BellSouth investment in
broadband. The broadband component of the TRP also acted to offset the productivity
factor, which was eliminated after the previous review for numerous reasons, including the
difficulty in calculating such a factor and the potential drain on competition in the state.
BellSouth and the Commission through an iterative and cooperative process agreed on a
BellSouth proposal as “a surrogate for further rate reductions based upon a specified
productivity index”. 22
The BellSouth proposal was very specific. BellSouth was to deploy Digital Subscriber Line
Access Multiplexers (DSLAMS) in 35 wire-centers and required an estimated investment of
$16M.23 This was to encompass 75 percent of the access lines served by its wire-centers.
Also, the proposal was to include 40 percent of the access lines in the Kentucky Rural
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Economic Development Act (“KREDA”) counties which were served by BellSouth. The
Company made a further commitment that 90 percent of the BellSouth cities involved in the
Kentucky Community and Technical College System (“KCTCS”) would be included. The
deployment was to be completed by December 31, 2002.
The Vantage evaluative criteria for this TRP objective was simple. Has BellSouth made the
proposed technology deployment scope and timeframe. In order to evaluate this, we looked
at the actual wire-center investment, deployment, relative investment and deployment and
the mechanisms used to determine where, when and if a wire-center will be made
broadband capable. Unfortunately for report purposes, much of this broadband data is
highly confidential. As such, we will discuss the proprietary aspects of our review in high
level terms.
III-F7

By any measure, the broadband investment objective agreed to by BellSouth as
part of the TRP has been met.

The actual broadband investment in Kentucky now includes 115 wire centers in BellSouth Kentucky territory and 90 percent of the access lines served by these wire-centers.
Deployment also covers 94 percent of KREDA counties and 95 percent of KCTCS locations.
While these are well documented statistics that have been presented and discussed
elsewhere, (see Sections II.A and II.B) they also get to the crux of the evaluation. The
broadband deployment under the TRP has been far more extensive than was previously
envisioned.
BellSouth did not commit to an actual level of dollar investment for broadband. However,
they did estimate the investment for the broadband deployment would be approximately
$16 million. BellSouth actually spent almost twice this amount. The actual amount of the
investment made under the TRP and specifically directed at addressing the TRP objectives
is so clear cut. BellSouth also has made simultaneous broadband investments as the result
of upgrades, new business and moves and rearrangements as part of its ongoing, good
business practice. But although it is not possible to identify a discrete dollar amount
associated with the TRP, Vantage is confident in stating that the broadband investment
originally envisioned has been greatly exceeded.
III-F8

The TRP alone did not drive broadband investment, but provided tremendous
impetus.

The TRP did not by and of itself result in the broadband investment beyond the original
stated requirements. It did however, provide the incentive not only in Kentucky, but
perhaps even across BellSouth to further embrace broadband. Vantage was told that once
the commitment was made in Kentucky, the entire issue of broadband deployment across
BellSouth was revisited. The result was a far more aggressive roll out of broadband than
had been previously envisioned. Here again, it is impossible to separate all the factors that
came together at the time of the TRP that have in combination produced a very favorable
result to Kentucky. Competition truly came into its own providing investment incentives to
any telecommunications service provider who wished to remain in business long–term.
Along with competition came the wholesale market, which meant some investment return
for BellSouth on lines provided on a wholesale basis. Finally, was the commitment across
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the BellSouth states to further deploy broadband. As our discussion in other areas has
shown, BellSouth’s deployment of broadband has increased across their service territory.
While Kentucky did not get a disproportionately high share of broadband capital, it also did
not lag significantly behind other states, which may have been the case without the TRP
incentive.

D. STRATEGIC PLANNING AND COMPETITION
The Kentucky Public Service Commission, in its August 3, 2000 Order (Case No. 99-434)24
approved BellSouth’s proposed Transition Regulation Plan (TRP) for a three-year pilot
period. The TRP Order identified seven specific objectives that the Commission sought in
approving this plan. Those objectives are as follows:
Objective 1: Ensure basic service continues to be available at reasonable rates, and shield the
basic ratepayer from significant price increases resulting from the changing
marketplace.
Objective 2: Continue to provide high quality service.
Objective 3: Permit the Commission and the Company to direct their energies to meet
customers’ needs and enhance efficiency in the provision of
telecommunications services throughout Kentucky.
Objective 4: Provide enhanced incentives to invest in new technologies and services.
Objective 5: Permit the Company the added flexibility to price competitive services, set
depreciation rates, and respond to a changing marketplace.
Objective 6: Permit all Company retail rates to move toward incremental cost or market
price.
Objective 7: Ensure that the potential introduction of competition to all markets in
Kentucky is not hindered by the plan.
After having carefully reviewed BellSouth’s strategic plans, for the period of 2001 through
2003, it is fair to conclude that the company has adopted and successfully implemented the
seven objectives listed above within the corporate planning process.
III-F9

The strategic plan, since 2001 and every year thereafter, has adequately
addressed the impact of the PRP/TRP in meeting its overall corporate objectives.

It is important to understand that BellSouth, like most large conglomerates, performs its
strategic planning at the corporate level25. Our interviews with senior management26
confirmed that BellSouth uses a top down – bottom up approach to strategic planning. In
other words, the corporate mission and vision statements as well as broad corporate
objectives are set by the Board of Directors and the executive management team (top down),
while specific business unit goals, objectives, strategies and tactics are developed by each
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business unit’s senior and mid-management (bottom up). In this way, the direction of the
firm, is guided by such principles as profit margin, sales growth, customer service and
service quality, while more tactical measures are left to the business unit to develop.
Given this perspective, it is understandable that BellSouth’s strategic plan does not
specifically identify each or necessarily any of the TRP objectives, but instead reflects both
directly, within the spirit of the settlement process that generated those seven objectives
back in late 2000.
Vantage has carefully reviewed BellSouth’s strategic plans for the years 2001, 2002 and 2003.
While these plans are confidential and cannot be discussed in any detail, generally each plan
is divided into functional areas such as Consumer, Small Business, and Large Business.
Within each functional area, management establishes a set of broad objectives which are
addressed through a set of strategic principles. The strategic plan also identifies for each
function, challenges and issues that need to be addressed in the coming year.
In order to assure the Commission that BellSouth Kentucky has indeed met its challenge to
adopt the seven TRP objectives during the 2001 – 2003 transition period, all of the strategies
for the six functional areas and for each of the transition years were cross tabbed against the
seven TRP objectives. For example, TRP Objective No. 1 stated27:
Ensure basic service continues to be available at reasonable rates, and shield the basic
ratepayer from significant price increases resulting from the changing marketplace.
BellSouth’s corporate wide strategic plan specifically addressed such issues as to
“aggressively manage the utilization of existing assets to reduce per unit costs …”
As another example, Objective No. 6 stated:
Permit all Company retail rates to move toward incremental cost or market price.
Our review of the 2001 through 2003 strategic plans confirmed our findings that BellSouth
employed as part of its competitive marketing strategy aggressive pricing programs to
achieve market based prices that approached incremental costs. Over time (2001 through
2003 period) the company seemed to transition its emphasis on cost reduction and retraction
to a more aggressive pricing strategy to retain and rebuild its customer base.
BellSouth’s strategic plan represented a multi-dimensional approach which addressed both
short and long term issues. For the short term, BellSouth focused on cost containment, and
redeployment of its physical and intellectual assets toward more profitable segments of the
market, system expansion into rural communities, improving customer service and price
flexibility in order to mitigate the decline in its market share. Over the longer term,
BellSouth’s strategy addressed development of new technologies and product services as
well as initiatives to attract and re-acquire high volume customers.
As noted above, we are not at liberty to further discuss the specifics of BellSouth’s strategic
plans. However, each of the annual plans did indeed address the TRP objectives set by this
Commission.
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III-F10

The strategic plan, although well defined and while reflecting the impact of the
TRP on BellSouth’s Kentucky operations, does not specifically reference the goals
of the TRP enumerated in the Commission's Order in Case No. 99-434.

As discussed above, BellSouth’s strategic plans do not specifically reference the TRP
objectives outlined in the Commission Order in Case No. 99-434. However, it is our opinion
that BellSouth has met both the intent and spirit of theses objectives within its strategic
planning process throughout the three-year transition period.
BellSouth’s strategic plans appear to be well defined and do reflect the changing
competitive market that they participate in. We compared the strategies in 2001 to those of
2002 and 2003 to determine if the market changes flowed through to BellSouth’s strategic
plans. We found that the focus of the strategic plans did reflect and respond to the
competitive framework.
III-F11

The strategic plan, and in particular BellSouth’s aggressive broadband rollout,
does not appear to conflict with broader BellSouth objectives.

We witnessed no conflict between BellSouth’s broadband rollout strategy and the broader
BellSouth objectives. In fact, BellSouth’s broadband strategy has had a positive impact on
customer retention, capital investment in rural Kentucky and an expansion of consumer
services and competitive pricing schemes.
III-F12

During the 2001 through 2003 transition period, BellSouth met or exceeded all of
the goals set in the TRP that were designed to replace the implicit effects that
were an intended, but immeasurable, outcome of the prior application of the
Total Factor Productivity offset.

Those goals were reflected in improved performance as measured by:
•
•
•

Capital investment in rural Kentucky
Deployment of broadband services
Improved levels of customer satisfaction

While a more detailed discussion of BellSouth’s performance during the transition period is
provided in Section IV of this report, in summary we found that28:
•

•
•

BellSouth has spent nearly $35 million in Kentucky on new technologies and
exceeded the company’s original goal to add 35 rural wire centers when in fact
over 98 centers were added during this period.
This expansion effort has expanded BellSouth’s ability to offer broadband
services to over 115 broadband capable wire centers throughout Kentucky.
Independent market monitoring and survey organizations including J. D. Powers
have consistently ranked BellSouth first in customer satisfaction.
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III-F13

BellSouth’s strategic plan has effectively addressed the issue of line losses and
has implemented a well-defined implementation plan to react to competitive
pressures that have lead to the diminution of its market share.

BellSouth continues to witness a diminution of its market share due to CLEC competition.
BellSouth claims that there are now over 200,000 Kentucky customers being served by
CLECs29. Since 2000, the number of access lines served within Kentucky has declined from
1.2 million to 1.1 million as of September 2003. However, BellSouth’s strategic planning
process has evolved over this period of time to re-emphasize customer retention strategies
and an aggressive market response program. Introduced in 2003, the company
implemented a competitive response program that monitors, analyzes and triggers specific
responses to specific competitive pressures. Each alert identified by the market monitoring
system, depending upon a defined level of priority, has a specific timeline and deliverable
associated with the alert.
Additional detail on Bell South – Kentucky’s relative loss of lines compared to other Bell
South states is provided in Appendix C.
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In summary, BellSouth’s strategic planning process has been a dynamic exercise that
has supported the company’s ability to react to and respond to competitive and
technological pressures faced during this transition period.
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III-F14

There do not appear to be any relevant issues, specific to Kentucky including
urban versus rural considerations, that are not already being addressed in
BellSouth’s strategic plan.

BellSouth’s strategic plan is broad based and covers a wide range of issues that confront this
Company. As noted above, the strategic planning process is a top down – bottom up
approach which provides regional managers an opportunity to introduce and vet strategies
and tactics tailored to their individual needs. Our review of the 2001 through 2003 strategic
plans revealed no relevant issues specific to Kentucky that were not already being
addressed within the context of the current planning process.
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IV. TRP PLAN STRUCTURE
The Commission in its August 3, 2000 Order of Case No. 99-434 approved, with
modifications and conditions, BellSouth-Kentucky’s proposed Transition Regulation Plan
(TRP). The TRP included the addition of two new objectives which had been recommended
by Vantage in its 1999 Audit Report. These two new objectives are defined in the TRP as
follows:
•
•

Permit all Company retail rates to move toward incremental cost or market price.
Ensure that the potential introduction of competition to all markets in Kentucky
is not hindered by the Plan.

This section focuses on how BellSouth-Kentucky’s performance over the TRP time-period
has met these objectives.

A. PRICING ISSUES
IV-F1

Bell South has responded to the competitive Kentucky telecommunications
marketplace through rebalancing rates and adjusting rates to reflect market
conditions, all in compliance with the provisions and objectives of the TRP.

The Commission in its Order of Case No. 99-434 modified BellSouth-Kentucky’s proposed
TRP year-1, revenue-neutral rate restructuring30. Additionally, the Commission authorized
BellSouth-Kentucky to make revenue-neutral changes between residential and business
rates in the second and third years of the TRP. Specifically, the yearly revenue target was
set at $5,000,000. The Commission’s motive for this action was clearly stated in the Order31:
“The Commission’s goal is to permit the retail rates of BellSouth to move
toward incremental cost or market price,”
A summary of the revenue-neutral effects associated with BellSouth’s subsequent pricing
modifications over the three-year TRP time period is summarized below32:
BellSouth – Kentucky – Revenue-Neutral Pricing Modifications
Residential
Business
Other
NET

Oct. 2000 ($)
8,165,638
0
(8,184,689)
(19,051)

Oct. 2001 ($)
4,990,910
(5,003,702)
0
(12,792)

Oct. 2002 ($)
4,990,190
(5,004,835)
0
(14,645)

First, we analyze the rebalancing impact upon residential rates. Look at the monthly 1FR,
flat rate residence, by rate group (RG) prices over the 3-year TRP time-period33:
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BellSouth – Kentucky – Rebalancing Impact on Residential Rates
1999 ($)
12.17
13.02
13.69
14.34
17.55
14.50

RG 1
RG 2
RG 3
RG 4
RG 5
Exception
Exchanges

2000 ($)
12.77
13.69
14.37
15.05
18.40
15.22

2001 ($)
14.10*
14.10*
15.36*
16.10
18.40
16.10

2002 ($)
15.20
15.20
16.65
17.30
18.40
17.30

The three 2001 asterisked prices indicate that this is not the price proposed by BellSouthKentucky, but rather what the Commission ordered. For RG 1, 2, and 3, BellSouth-Kentucky
proposed prices of $13.90, $14.05 and $15.35, respectively.
In the table, Rate Group 1 represents the most rural areas in Kentucky while Rate Group 5
contains the most densely populated cities in Kentucky. Typically, residential rural rates
have been more heavily subsidized than urban rates.
The first key item noted is the RG 5 price. After having been increased $.85 (or 4.8%) in
2000, BellSouth-Kentucky has not modified the price. The major cities classified within this
rate group are subject to a greater degree of competition. BellSouth-Kentucky’s decision not
to change this rate group’s 1FR price since 2000 is a reflection of the competition for
residential customers.
Over the 3-year TRP time-period, prices for 1FR in RG 1, RG 2, RG 3, RG 4 and Exception
Exchanges have increased $3.03, $2.18, $2.96 and $2.80, respectively. BellSouth-Kentucky
stated in its August 2002 rate-rebalancing filing that it believed additional pricing changes
were still required to bring all residential rates in line with costs. However, BellSouthKentucky did not propose any residential price changes in its 2003 TRP filing.
BellSouth-Kentucky has adjusted residential vertical services prices during the 3-year TRP
time-period. However, these price changes were made in separate tariff proposals, not with
the yearly rate rebalancing filings. BellSouth-Kentucky’s first tariff filing for residential
vertical service price changes was made in November 2001 as follows34:
BellSouth – Kentucky – Pricing Changes to Vertical Services
Call Waiting
Caller ID Deluxe
BellSouth Essentials
Package

Current Rate ($)
3.65
7.50
(3.05)

Proposed Rate ($)
4.50
7.95
(3.90)

Increase ($) and (%)
.85; 23%
.45; 6%
(.85); 27%

BellSouth Essentials is a residential package combining multiple vertical services.
BellSouth-Kentucky supported these price increases with a comparative market analysis of
prices for these vertical service offerings35which indicated that its proposed price was still
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below another Kentucky Local Exchange Carrier’s prices. Given the support provided by
BellSouth-Kentucky, their proposed price increases were allowable under the TRP.
BellSouth-Kentucky does not have to justify why these three particular vertical services
prices were being adjusted or why they chose not to adjust other vertical service prices.
Again, the pricing changes BellSouth-Kentucky decides upon are based upon their strategic
marketing/pricing plan. In point-of-fact, BellSouth-Kentucky asserted in the November
2001 filing a marketing strategy that36:
(these price increases) will further increase the market value and
attractiveness of our package services (like BellSouth Essentials).”
An issue that may arise, based upon these residential vertical service price increases, relates
to a concern of gauging customers by BellSouth-Kentucky. If there were not a sufficient level
of residential competition, then this would certainly be a concern. However, as discussed
earlier in this report, Vantage believes that residential competition exists in Kentucky and
will continue to grow. In this regard, BellSouth-Kentucky made the following statement in
its tariff filing37:
“All these services are optional and discretionary. BellSouth is proposing
rates for these services that are more closely aligned with the value we
perceive that they carry in the marketplace. BellSouth bears the risk
associated with this proposal if the Company has misjudged the value the
market places on these services.” (bold added for emphasis)
BellSouth-Kentucky’s next price change for residential vertical services went into effect in
January 2003. Refer to Appendix D for a complete listing of the vertical service offerings
with a price change. The BellSouth Essentials package price was reduced $1.60, making its
total price reduction of $5.50 over the 3-year TRP time-period. Call waiting was increased
another $1.00 to $5.50. Even at this price, it is still below another Kentucky LEC’s price back
in 2001. Eight other residential vertical service offerings had price increases ranging from a
$.05 to $.60. So, in the 3-year TRP time-period, several vertical services had a single price
increase while one vertical service, call waiting, had two price increases. The BellSouth
Essentials vertical services package had two price decreases. These price increases and
decreases satisfy the PRP objective of allowing BellSouth-Kentucky to move its service
prices to market levels, while complying with the provisions of the TRP.
BellSouth-Kentucky decreased costs for several residential two-line and three-line service
packages in July 2001, as shown below38:
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BellSouth – Kentucky – Multiple Line Pricing
Previous ($)
Complete Choice Two-Line
Plan
Complete Choice Three-Line
Plan
Area Plus with Complete
Choice Two-Line Plan
Area Plus with Complete
Choice Three-Line Plan

July 2001 ($)
66.50

49.95

97.50

69.95

97.50

72.95

145.50

102.95

The issue of Zone Charges has not changed during the TRP. BellSouth-Kentucky made no
price changes to residential zone charges over the 3-year TRP time period. Neither the TRP
nor the Commission allowed revenue-neutral rate rebalancings require BellSouth-Kentucky
to make adjustments to specific service prices. The TRP does not place any obligation on
BellSouth-Kentucky to justify why it did not make price adjustments to services. The TRP
provides full discretion to BellSouth-Kentucky to make price changes, as it feels are
necessary to successfully compete in the marketplace. Vantage believes that BellSouth’s
residential price changes over the 3-year TRP time-period comply with the provisions of the
TRP.
The following table illustrates the decrease in business services revenues, due to service
price reductions, included within the two Commission ordered revenue-neutral rate
rebalancings:39
Summary of Business Service Revenue Decreases
Local Exchange
Grouping (Hunting)
Complete Choice for
Business
Business Plus
Touchtone
Primary Rate ISDN
MegaLink
Custom Calling Service and
Touchstar
Total Business

October 2001 ($)
(882,235)
(1,005,294)
(92,832)

October 2002 ($)
0
(2,564,223)
(1,621,776)

0
(388,310)
(2,012,675)
(622,356)
0

(424,399)
0
0
0
(394,437)

(5,003,702)

(5,004,835)

This data indicates that BellSouth-Kentucky identified three business service categories:
hunting, complete choice for business and primary rate ISDN, whose pre-TRP prices were
not considered competitive. The TRP provided BellSouth-Kentucky with the capability to
make these price reductions. A review of BellSouth-Kentucky tariff filings during the 3-year
TRP time-period indicates very few business service prices were adjusted, other than access
related. Vantage believes that is the case because the primary vehicle for BellSouth-
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Kentucky to respond to competition in the business marketplace is through Contract Service
Arrangements.
Vantage believes that several of the TRP objectives have been met by BellSouth-Kentucky’s
pricing decisions over the 3-year TRP time-period. They are:
•
•

Permit all Company retail rates to move toward incremental cost or market price,
Ensure basic service continues to be available at reasonable rates, and shield the
basic ratepayer from significant price increases resulting from the changing
marketplace.

B. COMPETITIVE IMPACT OF TRP
IV-F2

The provisions of the TRP have not materially impacted BellSouth-Kentucky’s
ability to compete in the marketplace.40

The second new TRP objective stated above, applies equally to BellSouth-Kentucky in that
the TRP provisions should not hinder BellSouth-Kentucky’s efforts to effectively price its
products in response to competition.
To this point BellSouth-Kentucky has stated41:
“There have been no specific instances of BellSouth needing to modify
pricing in response to a competitive threat where that need was precluded by
the TRP, but there have been instances where provisions of the TRP have
delayed and complicated BellSouth’s timely and efficient response to the
marketplace.”
BellSouth-Kentucky first points to the pricing rules of the TRP in BellSouth-Kentucky’s
tariff, Section A36.1.3.C.3.a where it states: “the Company shall have full discretion to
propose the rates…” BellSouth-Kentucky believes it should be able to modify rates for
services in the Retail Category without Commission approval.
BellSouth-Kentucky describes one situation to support its contention. In March 2001, it filed
a rate increase for several optional services and certain vertical services, which in total
would have provided additional yearly revenue of $17 million. The Commission initially
denied the vertical services price increase based upon its position that, at the time, there was
no competitive marketplace for these services42. However, subsequent to the Order in
Administrative Case No. 382 regarding UNE prices, the Commission reversed its prior
decision and allowed BellSouth-Kentucky’s proposed prices for vertical services to become
effective43.
The net effect of the Commission’s actions was a 9-month delay in BellSouth-Kentucky’s
new vertical services prices going into effect. Regardless of the portion that the vertical
services price increases contributed to the annual $17 million revenue impact, losing nine
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months or approximately 75% of that amount does not appear to materially impact upon
BellSouth-Kentucky’s financial results
BellSouth-Kentucky identifies a second issue of TRP provision impacting its ability to
compete effectively. This item is presumptive validity. Vantage, in its 1999 Audit Report,
made the recommendation that the then PRP provisions be modified to allow for a
reasonable level of presumptive validity. However, the Commission rejected that
recommendation along with BellSouth-Kentucky’s TRP proposal that its tariffs be presumed
valid on one day,s notice44.
Vantage notes that all local exchange carriers in Kentucky are required to give the KPSC 30
days notice of tariff changes and that BellSouth-Kentucky has presented no compelling
evidence as to the “harm” the lack of this language in the TRP provisions has caused, other
than the vertical services example cited above.
Not-with-standing that, BellSouth-Kentucky filed a petition in July 2002 for presumptive
validity treatment of certain of its tariffs, Case No. 2002-00276 “Petition of BellSouth
Telecommunications, Inc., for Presumptive Validity of Tariff Filings”. Subsequent to an
informal conference with the Commission staff in November 2002, BellSouth-Kentucky filed
a revised petition for presumptive validity applicable solely to the Retail Category. The
Commission denied this new proposal in April 200345. BellSouth-Kentucky then submitted
a Request for Reconsideration. That case is currently pending46.
It should be noted that the Commission in its April 2003 Order in Case No. 2002-00276, did
offer the following provision47:
“Should time be of the essence for any tariff, the Commission stands ready,
willing and able to consider shortening the notice period. The Commission
also recommends that a carrier desiring expedited review confer informally
with Staff before filing its tariff. Notifying Staff of the need for expedited
review may help ensure that BellSouth’s goals are met.”
It is not clear to what extent, if any, BellSouth-Kentucky has availed itself of this
opportunity. Regardless, the basic principle of presumptive validity remains. Vantage has
seen no evidence of BellSouth-Kentucky consistently filing pricing revisions which, based
on the Commission’s 30 day review cycle, were denied. As such, Vantage continues to
support its original presumptive validity recommendation put forth in its 1999 Audit
Report.
IV-F3

The issue of presumptive validity, while still part of an ongoing proceeding,
appears valid for all Kentucky carriers.

Vantage realizes that the KPSC’s proceeding on presumptive validity is still proceeding and
that there are difficult issues to be resolved. First, Vantage realizes that not all carriers in
Kentucky operate under the same form of regulation. While BellSouth operates under the
TRP, other ILECs operate under traditional rate-of-return regulation. Second, as is evident
from the discussion in Chapter III, the degree of competition across the specific regions of
the state and not just within BellSouth-Kentucky’s territory. However, just as the KPSC
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took decisive action by adopting Vantage’s 1999 Audit Report recommendation for the
elimination of the total factor productivity index in formulating the TRP provisions, it
should consider doing so again by including some form of a presumptive validity provision
in the TRP.
This is the next logical step in the road to deregulation of BellSouth and other ILECs. As
BellSouth witness Ruscilli has testified in Case No. 2002-0027648, six other states served by
BellSouth have allowed some form of presumptive validity. We dare not suggest that the
KPSC formulate policy based upon how other states regulate BellSouth. However, it is
probative in that presumably these other states have carried out similar analysis, regarding
presumptive validity, as the KPSC is currently undertaking, and found it reasonable in
some form. Further, we would propose that any decisions on presumptive validity apply to
all telecommunications carriers within a given market.
The KPSC has focused on two points in previously denying presumptive validity. First,
relates to BellSouth’s share of access lines as that correlates to a “reasonable” level of
competition and second, concern that a reduction in tariff review time would limit its ability
to ensure cross-subsidization is not occurring.
Vantage has discussed in this report its analysis of competition in Kentucky and found that
competition is increasing, as is demonstrated by the presence of CLECs throughout the
state, the growth in wireless replacing landlines, as well as emerging VOIP providers.
BellSouth has proposed over 5,000 CSAs to business customers since 2000 while “winning”
only 1,273, indicating the level of competition in that market segment.
IV-F4

BellSouth-Kentucky competitors have not been stifled in either entering or
competing in the Kentucky telecommunications marketplace due to any
provisions of the TRP.

There are two situations that BellSouth-Kentucky acknowledges occurred over the 3-year
TRP time period where questions about competition arose. One relates to Contract Service
Arrangements (CSA), which is discussed in Finding IV-F4 .49
The second and relevant situation, discussed here, is a complaint filed in 1999, prior to the
TRP being initiated, by an Internet Services Provider (ISP). The ISP’s allegations focus on
BellSouth-Kentucky’s provisioning of DSL, an interstate access service subject to FCC
jurisdiction. The allegations were diverse, ranging from accounting safeguards, BellSouthKentucky provisioning of DSL to its unregulated ISP affiliate BellSouth.net, BellSouthKentucky marketing activity and business practices, and the structure of BellSouthKentucky’s wholesale DSL Tariff50.
The Commission in November 2000 ordered BellSouth-Kentucky to file a Kentucky specific
DSL tariff for wholesale service and to modify its marketing directives. In response,
BellSouth-Kentucky proposed revising the DSL FCC tariff, eliminating both the tier
structure and the volume discounts. This was approved by the Commission in May 2001.51
No additional complaints have been filed by ISPs since that decision.
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Vantage does not view BellSouth-Kentucky’s original FCC DSL tariff pricing as any
negative reflection upon the PRP and/or the TRP’s pricing provisions being utilized to
negate competitive entry into the marketplace. Rather, we commend the Commission for its
active review of the tariff’s structure and non-pricing issues associated with BellSouthKentucky’s provisioning of DSL services. Vantage believes, based upon the information
provided,52 that the TRP provisions have not hindered the growth of competition in the
Kentucky telecommunications marketplace.
IV-F5

BellSouth - Kentucky has followed the TRP provisions regarding CSA’s.

A CSA is a contract, currently regulated by the KPSC, between a business customer and
BellSouth.53 It provides for a service or a group of services at rates, terms and/or conditions
different than standard applicable tariff. The CSA price floor, per the TRP, is Long Run
Incremental Cost (LRIC). A CSA cannot be priced below LRIC unless it is to meet the price
of a competitor, but only upon filing evidence of the competitor’s below LRIC price.
The following table exhibits base information regarding BellSouth’s use of CSAs since 1999,
the last full year of the PRP, through 2003.
# of CSAs issued
Total $ volume

1999
159
8,502,924

2000
203
15,653,496

2001
311
11,355,936

2002
424
9,518,772

11/2003
335
7,191,408

The data indicate that BellSouth has aggressively utilized CSAs as a competitive response
tactic. While the growth in numbers and yearly dollar volume, at first, seems excessive
when compared to the earlier PRP years, further analysis puts that in perspective. A key
statistic is the average CSA dollar volume. In 1999, it was $53,000 and has been declining
steadily to where it is $21,000, through November 2003. A reasonable assessment of this
decline is that competition has trickled down from large business customers to middle
market business customers.
Lest these figures suggest that BellSouth has attempted to “stay ahead” of competition by
pushing CSAs to its business customers, the testimony of BellSouth witness Ruscilli in Case
No. 2002-00456 negates that interpretation. He states that BellSouth successfully wins only
25% of the CSAs it proposes54. This would suggest that BellSouth has issued around 5,000
CSAs since, and including, the year 2000 through present and won only 1,273. This
certainly suggests that competition for the Kentucky business customer is thriving.
There is a remaining question. Has BellSouth utilized CSA to inhibit competitors? That is,
could they be pricing successful CSAs below LRIC? Their win/loss ratio of 25%/75%
would immediately refute the premise. Additionally, however, no CLEC has contested a
BellSouth CSA in Kentucky55. Likewise, the KPSC has approved all BellSouth CSAs, other
than one issued in 199056. This information supports the premise that BellSouth, indeed, is
complying with the TRP CSA pricing provisions.
A KPSC concern regarding CSAs is the applicability of CSAs to “similarly situated”
customers. The crux of the issue appears to be whether similar customers receiving similar
services through CSAs should receive similar prices.
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IV-F6

BellSouth’s requirements for filing CSA information have been modified and
KPSC concerns over CSA policy issues have resulted in their opening a Case,
Case No. 2002-00456, “Inquiry into Contract Service Arrangements by
Telecommunications Carriers in Kentucky,” which is still pending.

In Vantage’s 1999 Audit Report, we found that BellSouth had appropriately utilized CSAs,
per the PRP provisions, and no changes to those provisions were required going forward.
BellSouth accepted that recommendation, as it requested no CSA modifications in its TRP
proposal. However, the KPSC in its Order establishing the TRP did request that BellSouth
file information describing its classification for CSAs and the criteria used to develop and
finalize the arrangements57. Based upon the information filed by BellSouth, the KPSC made
no changes to CSA requirements.
In March 2001, BellSouth filed a motion to modify the procedures for filing CSAs, Case No.
2001-00077 “BellSouth Telecommunications Inc., Proposed New Procedures for Filing
Contract Service Arrangements and promotions”. - No third party requested a hearing on
the petition. - The KPSC in its September, 2001 Order on BellSouth’s petition modified the
CSA filing and review procedures. BellSouth was now to file within 10 days of the end of
the prior month, a report of all CSAs along with a cost information summary. The KPSC
retained the ability to accept or reject the CSAs by the end of the filing month. On a key
issue, the KPSC rejected BellSouth’s request and ordered that the CSA customer name be
filed and not remain confidential58.
The next milestone occurred when the KPSC, in December 2002, opened Case No. 2002000456. The purposes of this case were several. First, for the KPSC to re-evaluate its rulings
from its September, 2001 Order in light of a complaint filed by a BellSouth customer
regarding their CSA pricing. Also, policy issues implications associated with CSAs,
including filing requirements and standards governing BellSouth usage of CSAs59. Clearly,
this case has significant implications.
The precursor to this case, as stated above, was a complaint filed by a BellSouth CSA
customer alleging that their CSA price was higher than that in another customer’s CSA, for
the same service60. The key issue revolved around BellSouth’s contention that the different
CSA prices it contracted with each customer were based upon the different competitor offer
each customer had. The KPSC ruled61:
“We simply conclude that pricing the same service differently from customer
to customer based on the single difference that one customer has received (or
is alleged to have received) an offer is inappropriate pursuant to KRS
278.170.”
As previously stated, this case is pending and Vantage admits to not reviewing all
submissions and testimony, as that is far outside the scope of this effort. However, a limited
summary of some salient issues is appropriate.
BellSouth witnesses have testified that there are three criteria used to assess if a customer is
to be offered a CSA. They are62:
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1.

“BellSouth has reason to believe that the price of service under its existing
tariff is not competitive for that particular customer.
2. The customer has a competitive alternative available; and
3. The customer is willing to sign a CSA with BellSouth and commit to the
terms and conditions contained in the CSA.”

BellSouth is also requesting, as it previously had, that the names of its CSA customers be
held confidential. Their support for this position is that it allows competitors to know who
their customers are and, possibly, make competitive proposals to them. BellSouth’s
competitors face the same requirement.63 In point of fact, BellSouth asserts that no
competitor should be required to disclose customer names.
At the request of Cincinnati Bell Telephone, the KPSC, in advance of hearings in this case,
convened an industry workshop to discuss CSAs and policy issues. As a result of that
workshop, a joint proposal for CSA standards, signed by BellSouth, Kentucky Alltel and
Cincinnati Bell Telephone was submitted in October 2003 to the KPSC64.
The proposal applies to all carriers in Kentucky, including ILECs, CLECs and IXCs. It states
that the only filing requirement, for ILECs, is that, based upon the Commission’s request, it
will file a copy of the signed contract, with the customer name redacted, and supporting
cost information. The proposal also provides examples of when a CSA may be used to meet
competition. In subsequent testimony, BellSouth witness Ruscilli reports on how other
states in which BellSouth operates handle CSAs. He indicates that the states reviewed have
far less restrictions on CSAs than Kentucky.
IV-F7

BellSouth has proposed to the KPSC that the TRP continue as is, with only one
change.

The current TRP had a term of three years, after which the KPSC ordered BellSouth to file
information regarding the method of regulation they propose going forward. BellSouth
submitted that filing in August 2003. The only change that BellSouth proposed to the TRP is
the “term” of the TRP. They requested that the KPSC eliminate the three-year term
completely. Essentially, the provisions of the TRP would extend indefinitely until the KPSC,
BellSouth or other parties filed a petition for changes to the TRP.
BellSouth provided no support for this position in its filing. However, in Vantage’s
BellSouth TRP performance interview65, BellSouth expressed the opinion that there was no
basis for a three-year review, as it was just a point in time, without regard to the occurrence
of key events.

C. REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
IV-R1

The TRP should be continued. (Refer to Findings IV-F1, F2, F4 and F7.)

Vantage’s overriding recommendation is the PRP be continued. It has met all of its
objectives and continues to be the most appropriate mechanism for moving competition
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forward in Kentucky. It provides the type of balance necessary in an industry that is
undergoing significant changes.
IV-R2

The KPSC should consider taking the next step in further relaxing regulatory
oversight of BellSouth’s and CLECs tariffs through establishing some form of
presumptive validity. (Refer to Finding IV-F3.)

The question of presumptive validity for telecommunications companies in Kentucky is
complex and needs a thorough discussion and Vantage believes, some changes. BellSouth
argues that without presumptive validity, in some form, it is hampered in its ability to react
quickly to competitor price changes. It states that the marketplace suffers, in general, as it
cannot be a true price leader or offer new service packages while having to give 30 days
notice based upon the current TRP provisions.
There is an important question, which requires some thought. If presumptive validity is
allowed, to whom does it apply?. While it is appropriate for all CLECs competing with Bell
South to also get presumptive validity, what about other ILECs that are still under rate of
return regulation? Since most CLECs compete statewide, does it get presumptive validity
everywhere? Our analysis in Chapter III of the report shows that the degree of competition
varies significantly in Kentucky and it is likely that it is significantly less in other areas. This
question warrants in-depth discussion by all parties.
BellSouth witness Ruscilli proposed an alternative presumptive validity schema66 whereby
1FR and 1FB services would be excluded from the provision, and the current 30-day review
and effective date would continue. For all other retail services (new services, new options to
existing services, increases in rates of existing services and changes to terms and conditions
of existing services), five provisions were put forward. The key one being that rate
reductions would be presumed approved with one day’s notice.
Nothing within BellSouth’s proposal negates the KPSC from investigating a filing or a third
party filing a petition, which may lead to an investigation while the proposed tariff is in
effect. BellSouth is prepared to take the risk that its tariffs may be rescinded and damage
done to its reputation in the marketplace.
IV-R3

The KPSC should strongly consider accepting, in some fashion, the Joint Industry
Proposal put forth by BellSouth, Kentucky ALLTEL and Cincinnati Bell
regarding Contract Service Arrangement standards. (Refer to Finding IV-F6.)

Vantage believes that a key provision of these proposed CSA standards is that the customer
name be kept confidential, for information placed in the public record. Vantage agrees with
the assertion that, in a competitive marketplace, the availability of such sensitive customer
information places BellSouth, or any other CSA provider, at a competitive disadvantage.
Such information does, to use BellSouth’s phrase, provide competitors with a “shopping
list” for their sales force. In short, an un-level playing field is created, which can subvert the
growth of competition.
An important question is whether CLECs are required to give 30 days notice on CSAs.
There is some dispute as to whether CLECs are required to give 30 days notice for CSAs and
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more importantly, whether they do. A review of filings and responses in the associated
case, Case No. 2002-00456, show that many CLECs do not believe they are required to
comply. The source of the disagreement can be traced back to the Commissioner’s August
8, 2000 Order in Administrative Case No. 370. BellSouth states that many CLECs simply do
not give notice.
The KPSC is rightly concerned with the applicability of CSAs to “similarly situated”
customers. CSAs are however, by concept, a tactical pricing response, by BellSouth, to a
competitor’s offering to a specific customer, required to retain or win the business. Under
this premise, the possibility of multiple customers being “similarly situated” is predicated
upon a competitor making similar proposals to all of them. To the extent that this occurs,
then BellSouth should provide similar CSA proposals to those customers. Carrying this
concept of “similarly situated” customers to a logical extreme, it would appear that it would
possibly lead to a tariff filing, if the “similarly situated” customer base grew significantly. It
should remain incumbent upon BellSouth to justify why CSA customers were/were not
considered “similarly situated.”
Vantage notes that BellSouth, in its case testimony, provided three criteria that a customer
must meet prior to the offering of a CSA. A critical factor is that the customer has a
competitive alternative available. The Joint Industry Proposed CSA Standards expands the
circumstances upon which a CSA may be offered to parameters, which are not predicated
upon a competitive threat. 67 Vantage has seen no evidence of the competitive threats that
would justify such an extension to “reasons” why a CSA should be offered to a customer.
We suggest that the KPSC evaluate this portion of the Joint Industry Proposal extensively
before any concurrence.
Finally, Vantage believes there is no reason to support a change to the current TRP CSA
filing and review, approval provisions.
IV-R4

The KPSC should make the TRP permanent and address any modifications
needed in the future as issues arise. (Refer to Finding IV-F7.)

Vantage suggests that the KPSC carefully review BellSouth’s request to eliminate the TRP
term period. There is clearly a strong argument that after three years of success there is no
need for another “probationary period”. Further, a three-year period is subjective.
However there are advantages to establishing a new term of some duration. When a review
is conducted at that time, a snapshot picture of the marketplace is captured. As exhibited
over the past three-years the TRP has been in effect, numerous issues have been considered
by the KPSC in both formal hearings and industry workshops. There is no reason to believe
that course of action will not continue for the foreseeable future, certainly for the next three
years. As such, the requirement for a three-year review provides for a timely breather from
the otherwise hectic pace of both KPSC and marketplace activity. It allows for a formal
review and assessment of events that have occurred in the past three years and assess their
implications to the structure of the TRP on a continuing basis.
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One consideration is to have BellSouth – Kentucky provide an annual assessment of
competition in its service territory, with details on lines lost, broad band implementation,
and other relevant statistics.
IV-R5

BellSouth – Kentucky and the Commission should review existing statutes to
determine if there are any outdated regulations in effect. (Refer to Finding IV F3,
and F7.)

During interviews, BellSouth management indicated that some regulations such as “278.170
– Discrimination as to rates or service – Free or reduced rates” may no longer be appropriate
for the Telco industry. While Vantage has not performed an analysis of the intent or alleged
issues with the statute, we raise the question for informational reasons.
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APPENDIX D

DR #55

Provide for the following rate elements, the price at the time the TRP went into
effect and a complete price history since then to now. For each price increase,
provide the BellSouth reasoning for such an increase.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1FB
Custom Calling Services (A13.9.3A and A13.9.3B)
Band Zone Charges (A3.9.3.4)
Complete Choice for Business (A3.45.2A)

Response Attached is a summary of the rate changes requested. The effective dates for these
rate changes were 9/1/00, 10/1/00, 10/20/01, 1/2/02, 10/13/02, and 1/16/03. The
reasons for each rate change (which are included in the respective filing packages
provided in the response to 1-15) are as follows (No changes have been made to
zone charges):
9/1/00:
-

Increased per use rates for three features, revenue increase to be offset with
reduction in Non Traffic Sensitive Revenue Requirement.

10/1/2000
-

Rebalance filing – please see response to # 54.

10/20/01:
-

Rebalance filing – please see response to # 54.

1/2/02:
-

More closely align the rates with the value we perceive that they carry in the
marketplace.
Enhance the comparable value of BellSouth’s packaged services that include
these or similar services, since package rates were not increased.

10/13/02:
-

Rebalance filing – please see response to # 54.
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DR #55. Continued
1/16/03:
-

More closely align the rates with the value we perceive that they carry in the
marketplace.
The rates proposed for Call Waiting, Call Forwarding Variable, Three-Way
Calling, Speed Calling – 8, and Call Return were identified as “Target Prices”
in the Settlement Proposal filed with the Commission on May 3, 2000 in Case
# 99-434.

Name of the Service
Consumer and Business
Call Return per use
Repeat Dialing / Busy Connect per use
Three Way per use

Old
Rate
$
$
$

New
Rate
0.75
0.75
0.75

$
$
$

Effective
date
0.80
0.80
0.80

9/1/2000
9/1/2000
9/1/2000

Consumer
Flat Rate Residence
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5
Exception

$12.17
$13.02
$13.69
$14.34
$17.55
$14.50

$12.77
$13.67
$14.37
$15.05
$18.40
$15.22

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

Two-Party Residence
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5
Exception

$9.38
$10.02
$10.52
$11.01
$13.41
$11.13

$9.84
$10.52
$11.04
$11.56
$14.08
$11.68

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

Standard Measured
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5

$9.38
$10.02
$10.52
$11.01
$13.41

$9.84
$10.52
$11.04
$11.56
$14.08

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

Low Usage Measured
Rate Group 1

$6.59

$6.91

10/1/2000
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Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5

$7.01
$7.34
$7.67
$9.27

$7.36
$7.70
$8.05
$9.73

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

Area Calling Service, Access Line (without
LUD)
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$10.50

$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$11.02

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

Area Calling Service, Access Line (with
LUD)
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$11.50

$10.50
$10.50
$10.50
$10.50
$12.07

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

Area Calling Service, Premium Calling
Premium Usage Calling Package

$20.00

$21.00

10/1/2000

Area Calling Service, Premium Calling
Access Line
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Rate Group 5

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$10.50

$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$9.45
$11.02

10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000
10/1/2000

$35.00
$35.90
$35.25
$35.90

$35.90
$33.75
$33.75
$33.75

10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001

BUSINESS

Business one party flat rate line
RG1
RG4
RG5
Exception Exchanges
BellSouth® Complete Choice® For Business
Package - Option 1
Each 2 Line Package
Each 3 Line Package
Each 4 Line Package
Each 5 Line Package
Each 6 Line Package
Each 7 Line Package
Each 8 Line Package
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150.00
217.00
284.00
350.00
417.00
485.00
552.00

148.00
213.00
268.00
321.00
374.00
426.00
479.00
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Each 9 Line Package

$ 620.00

$ 532.00

10/20/2001

$12.77
$13.67
$14.37
$15.05
$15.22

$14.10
$14.10
$15.36
$16.10
$16.10

10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001
10/20/2001

$
$
$

3.65
7.50
(3.05)

$
$
$

4.50
7.95
(3.90)

1/2/2002
1/2/2002
1/2/2002

$
$

4.40
3.55

$
$

7.00
5.00

1/2/2002
1/2/2002

$
$
$

0.80
0.80
0.80

$
$
$

0.90
0.90
0.90

1/2/2002
1/2/2002
1/2/2002

$
$
$
$
$

14.10
14.10
15.36
16.10
16.10

$
$
$
$
$

15.20
15.20
16.65
17.30
17.30

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002

$

4.95

$

6.95

12/12/2002

CONSUMER

Residence one party flat rate line
RG1
RG2
RG3
RG4
Exception Exchanges

CONSUMER
Call Waiting
Caller ID Deluxe
BellSouth Essentials* Package

BUSINESS

Custom Calling Services
Call Waiting
Call Forward Variable -Multipath
CONSUMER and BUSINESS PER USE
VERTICALS
Call Return
Repeat Dialing/ BusyConnect
Per Use Three-Way Calling Service

Residence local exchange increases
Flat Rate
Rate Group 1
Rate Group 2
Rate Group 3
Rate Group 4
Exception Exchanges

Residence
BellSouth Twenty-five cent call plan;
monthly rate, per Residence line

BELLSOU COMPL CHOICE PLAN 1 PKG
EACH 1 LINE PACKAGE
$81.00
EACH 2 LINE PACKAGE
$148.00
EACH 3 LINE PACKAGE
$213.00
EACH 4 LINE PACKAGE
$268.00
EACH 5 LINE PKG
$321.00
EACH 6 LINE PKG
$374.00
EACH 7 LINE PKG
$426.00
EACH 8 LINE PKG
$479.00
EACH 9 LINE PKG
$532.00
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$75.00
$136.00
$196.00
$247.00
$295.00
$344.00
$392.00
$441.00
$489.00

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
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BELLSOU COMPL CHOICE PLAN 2 PKG
EACH 1 LINE PACKAGE
$56.00
EACH 2 LINE PACKAGE
$100.00
EACH 3 LINE PACKAGE
$142.00
EACH 4 LINE PACKAGE
$179.00
EACH 5 LINE PKG
$215.00
EACH 6 LINE PKG
$252.00
EACH 7 LINE PKG
$290.00
EACH 8 LINE PKG
$327.00
EACH 9 LINE PKG
$365.00

$52.00
$92.00
$131.00
$165.00
$198.00
$232.00
$267.00
$301.00
$336.00

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002

BELLSOU COMPL CHOICE FLAT RATE
BUS FLAT LN 1 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 2 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 3 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 4 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 5 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 6 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 7 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 8 LINE PKG
BUS FLAT LN 9 LINE PKG

$56.00
$100.00
$142.00
$179.00
$215.00
$252.00
$290.00
$327.00
$365.00

$52.00
$92.00
$131.00
$165.00
$198.00
$232.00
$267.00
$301.00
$336.00

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002

CUSTOM CALLING SVCS - BUSINESS
CALL WAITING
CALL FORWARDING VARIABLE
THREE-WAY CALLING
SPEED CALLING, 8 CODE
SPEED CALLING, 30 CODE
CALL FWD BUSY LINE
CALL FWD DONT ANSWER
CUST CTRL CFBL
CUST CTRL CFDA
CFBL MULTPTH, CC CFBL MP
CFDA MULTPTH, CC CFDA MP
CFV MULTPTH, RC CFV
REMOTE ACC - CFV
CFDA - RING CONTROL
3WAY CALLING W/TRANSFER

$7.00
$4.40
$4.40
$4.40
$5.50
$3.85
$3.85
$7.40
$7.00
$3.55
$3.55
$5.00
$9.35
$3.85
$6.00

$6.00
$4.00
$4.00
$4.00
$5.00
$3.00
$3.00
$6.95
$6.00
$3.55
$3.55
$5.00
$8.25
$3.20
$5.00

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002

TOUCHSTAR SERVICE - BUSINESS
CALL RETURN, PER LINE
REPEAT DIALING, PER LINE
CALL SELECTOR, PER LINE
PREF CALL FWD, PER LINE
CALL BLOCK, PER LINE
CALL TRACING, PER LINE
CALLER ID-BASIC, PER LI

$5.20
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$5.50
$9.05

$4.75
$4.75
$4.75
$4.75
$4.75
$5.00
$8.30

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
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CID-DELUX W/ACR /LINE
CID-DELUX WO/ACR/LN MLHG
ECID WO/ACR
ANONYMOUS CALL REJCTN/LI

$10.00
$10.00
$15.95
$4.40

$8.50
$8.50
$13.95
$4.00

10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002
10/13/2002

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003
1/16/2003

Residence Verticals
Call Waiting
Call Forwarding Variable
Three-Way Calling
Speed Calling 8 Code
Speed Calling 30 Code
Call Waiting Deluxe
RingMaster® I Service
RingMaster® II Service
Call Return, Per Line
BellSouth Essentials * Package
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4.50
3.60
3.60
3.60
4.10
6.00
3.95
5.95
4.40
(3.90)

5.50
4.00
5.00
4.00
4.50
6.50
5.00
7.00
5.00
(5.50)
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APPENDIX E
WORKPLAN
The work plan is modeled on the September 10, 2003 memo from the Commission Staff to
the Commissioners, which was subsequently referenced in the September 17, 2003 letter
selecting Vantage. It has been interpreted by Vantage, to create specific work steps and a
budget. We believe our work plan meets all of the requirements of the base documents.
We have organized the work plan into five tasks that correspond with the five areas of
inquiry in the September 10th letter.

TASK I

CAPITAL SPENDING AND BROADBAND

This broad area of inquiry will seek to evaluate the direction of, and the effectiveness of,
BellSouth’s capital investment during the TRP (with particular emphasis on broadband
deployment). Central questions to be addressed are how much investment has been made,
the appropriateness of this investment in light of changes in the telecommunications
marketplace since the previous audit, service quality impacts (if any) given the capital
investment (i.e. has service degraded due to decreased investment?), the reach of broadband
deployment, and what BellSouth’s future plans are for further deployment.

Evaluative Criteria
•
•
•
•

•

A detailed plan should be in place to ensure that the maximum number of
customers are ultimately served.
Future plans for broadband deployment should consider competitive threats.
Migration strategies should be considered such as movements from copper to
fiber products.
The impact on take rates of the various BellSouth service offerings, the types of
services being offered and access line (landline) loss due to the deployment of
broadband should be understood.
The plan should clearly articulate where and why broadband is being deployed.

Work Steps
1. Capital budgeting and spending
1.1. Determine the level of net capital investment (as noted in the August 8, 2000 order,
account for "associated carrying charges and attributable revenues") including the
DSL deployment that has occurred during the TRP period.
1.2. Provide a comparison of budgeted and actual DSL investment in Kentucky with
that in BellSouth’s other states, including an explanation of the differences.
1.3. Assess the reasonableness of the net capital investment focusing on the DSL
deployment
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1.4. Detail the capital investment by wire center
2. DSL Investments
2.1. Identify total number of DSL ports available and associated utilization.
2.2. Calculate a ‘per available DSL port’ investment.
2.3. Identify total number of DSL capable access lines and calculate a ‘per DSL’ capable
access line investment.
3. Determine the extent to which broadband services are available to BellSouth customers
from other sources, including wireless, cable and satellite.
3.1. Conduct interviews where possible, with CLECs, wireless, cable and satellite
providers
3.2. Utilize secondary research to augment primary interviews and data gathering
3.3. Detail strengths, weaknesses and relative costs of alternatives
4. Determine the effects and implications of broadband deployment over the last four
years, by BellSouth and its competitors on the take rates of the various BellSouth service
offerings, the types of services being offered and access line (landline) loss.
4.1. Utilize industry estimates, BellSouth research and Vantage analysis to assess the
impact on take rates. Disaggregate the information as much as possible (i.e. rural,
urban exchanges).

TASK II

SERVICE QUALITY

This Inquiry Area will evaluate BellSouth’s service objectives and performance levels. It
will seek to identify changing levels of customer service for POTS and for broadband
customers, as well as between urban and rural customers (or more specifically low density
and high density service areas). It will attempt to identify not only changes in service levels
(if any) but also the drivers of the changes.

Evaluative Criteria
•
•
•
•

The impact on POTS service quality due to broadband implementation should be
understood.
Performance levels under TRP should have improved or at a minimum not
declined.
Annual outside plant investment and assigned personnel should be adequate not
only for POTS but also for the new broadband requirements.
Performance levels and internal service objectives should be comparable for
POTS customers and broadband customers.
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Work Steps
1. Service Objectives and Quality of Service levels.
1.1. Compare performance levels during the TRP period with performance levels under
prior price regulation plan.
1.2. Identify exchanges that have missed service objectives more than 2 consecutive
times during the TRP period.
1.3. Analyze and compare the annual outside plant investment in these exchanges that
occurred during the prior price regulation plan with the TRP period.
1.4. Analyze and compare the number of outside plant personnel assigned to these
exchanges at the beginning of the TRP period and at present.
1.5. Analyze and compare customer complaint levels during the TRP period and during
the prior price regulation plan.
1.6. Calculate number of complaints per access line for each exchange for every year of
the TRP and compare with prior price regulation plan levels.
2. Evaluate service quality under the TRP.
2.1. Compare and contrast performance levels and internal service objectives for POTS
customers and for broadband customers. Of specific concern is whether POTS
customer service has suffered as greater emphasis is being placed upon broadband
and other high-end technical service offerings.
2.2. Compare metrics in exchanges where broadband is available with exchanges where
it is not.
2.3. Identify dispatch table parameters used for BellSouth broadband, CLEC broadband
and POTS customers.
2.4. Identify the work groups used for the broadband installations and POTS.
2.5. Identify escalation procedures for Out of Service, new installations and other
troubles. Compare POTS to broadband (determine if broadband gets an
unreasonable allocation of resources).
2.6. Evaluate repair and repeat trends as an indicator of, among other things, plant
deterioration. Give special attention to rural or low growth potential wirecenters.
2.7. Determine how plant deterioration in certain territories plays into the broadband
deployment strategy (how is plant maintained in wire centers scheduled for
significant rehabilitation or replacement).
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TASK III

TARIFF AND SERVICE PRICING

The original Audit recommended that BellSouth should work with the Commission to
undertake several proceedings with the aim of eliminating implicit/explicit subsidies from
BellSouth’s rates, establishing de-averaged recurring UNEs and modifying nonrecurring
rates. The Commission, through Administrative Case 382, established both recurring and
nonrecurring rates for UNEs and through the TRP allowed BellSouth to increase basic local
service rates to reduce the amount of subsidy in the rate structure. From a global
perspective, evaluate how these proceedings fulfill the goal.

Evaluative Criteria
•
•
•

Discrete efforts should have been taken to eliminate implicit/explicit subsidies.
BellSouth should have increased basic local service residential rates in order to
reduce the amount of subsidy in the rate structure.
The tariff and pricing changes made by BellSouth should clearly meet the intent
of the Commission in the TRP.

Work Steps
1. In the retail basket, with the exception of basic local service, BellSouth was given great
latitude in pricing.
1.1. Evaluate the tariff changes made by BellSouth.
1.2. Determine the reasonableness of basic rates for residential and single line business
customers.
1.3. Analyze the changes in retail rates that have occurred during the TRP period for
both business and residential customers.
1.4. Show the beginning, ending and net change in rates for basic residential service and
single-line business service, including any applicable zone charges for each rate
group.
1.5. Show the beginning, ending and net change in rates for each optional custom calling
service on a stand-alone basis and, if applicable, discounted as part of a packaged
offering.
1.6. Identify changes made that were in response to competitive pressures. Were
changes made that enhanced the competitiveness of BellSouth and the marketplace
as a whole?
1.7. Determine how effectively BellSouth used its pricing flexibility? Were any changes
made (with the exception of those mandated by the Commission) that effectively
rebalanced rates?
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1.8. Consider the reasonableness of initiating pricing differentiation for the Louisville
service area (Metro pricing).
2. The Commission recently addressed a consumer complaint as to the level of BellSouth’s
Band Zone Charges. The Commission’s decision in that case was to defer any changes
to BellSouth’s Band Zone Charges until it reviewed the TRP and address any changes in
context with changes in the plan.
2.1. Determine if Band Zone Charges are appropriate for the current environment?
3. KRS 278.512 provides a means that telecommunications providers may petition the
Commission to exempt a service from regulation by the Commission.
3.1. Determine how effectively BellSouth has utilized this statute and should any
services offered by BellSouth be exempt from the Commission’s jurisdiction?

TASK IV

STRATEGIC PLANNING AND COMPETITION

This Inquiry Area will evaluate BellSouth’s strategic planning and serve to tie together the
other Inquiry Areas from a strategic planning (forward looking) perspective. In this section
we will “pull it all together” in an evaluation of the outgrowth and success of the PRP,
BellSouth service performance and future outlooks.

Evaluative Criteria
•
•
•

Strategic planning should adequately address the impact of the PRP/TRP in
meeting overall corporate objectives.
The strategic plan should be well defined with specific references to the TRP.
The strategic plan, and in particular the aggressive broadband rollout, should not
conflict with broader BellSouth objectives.

Work Steps
1. Strategic Planning in Kentucky
1.1. Evaluate BellSouth’s strategic planning in terms of capital investment (including
broadband deployment), changing levels of service and service quality (including
customer satisfaction), and changes in service offerings and service prices, all of
which are designed, in part, to meet perceived competitive threats.
1.2. Address the issue of line losses to BellSouth’s own alternative services, as well as to
other competitive firms.
1.3. Determine if there are relevant urban versus rural issues that are not being
addressed.
2. Regional BellSouth Strategic Planning.
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2.1. Evaluate the extent to which strategic planning issues specific to Kentucky, exist
relative to BellSouth regional strategic planning issues and the extent to which they
are addressed.
2.2. Determine if there are Kentucky issues that are not being adequately addressed in
the overall strategic plan.

TASK V

FUTURE COURSE OF ACTION

Evaluative Criteria
•
•

The proposal by BellSouth to not change the TRP should be well founded and
supported by qualitative analysis.
Another scheduled review should be based upon the overall evaluation of the
TRP.

Work Steps
1. Forward looking Recommendations.
1.1. Make recommendations for going forward. In particular, evaluate the BellSouth
proposal that no changes be made to the plan. Is this in the combined best interest
of BellSouth, the consumers and ultimately competition within the state. Do the
changes that have occurred since the original plan mean plan changes are
necessary?
1.2. Should there be another scheduled review in the future and if so what should
trigger the review?
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APPENDIX F
DATA REQUEST LISTING WITH FILE REFERENCES
#
1.
2.

3.

4.
5
6
7.

Description
Provide copies of BellSouth's Kentucky Annual Report (Form
T) for 2000, 2001 and 2002.

Files

1-1 (2000).pdf
1-1 (2001).pdf
1-1 (2002).pdf
Provide the broadband deployment proposal made by BellSouth 1-2 (Cover).doc
in the Transition Regulation Plan (TRP).
1-2 (8-1-03 TRP Filing).pdf
1-2 (99-434 FLG Testimony).pdf
1-2 (99-434 Response to Data Requests wo
map).pdf
1-2 (99-434 Response).pdf
1-2 (TRP Proposal).pdf
Provide the actual BellSouth-Kentucky broadband deployment 1-3 (bb deployment00-03).pdf
1-3 cover.pdf
by year between 2000 and August 31, 2003 in terms similar to
the original broadband deployment proposal made by BellSouth
in the TRP.
Provide the number of DSL capable access lines available at the 1-4 (DSLcapable).pdf
end of the years of 2000-2002, and August 31, 2003.
1-4 cover.pdf
1-5 (DSL).doc
Provide BellSouth-Kentucky DSL investment, associated
carrying charges, and associated DSL service revenues for each
year between 2000 and 2002.
Provide the number of DSL ports available and utilized at the
1-6 (DSL Ports).pdf
end of the years of 2000-2002, and August 31, 2003.
Provide a comparison in BellSouth’s broadband deployment in 1-7 Cover.pdf
terms of DSL capable lines versus total access lines among the 1-7 (bb comparison).pdf
nine states served by BellSouth.
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8.

Provide copies of all State Commission orders and legislative
decisions affecting DSL deployment in each of the nine
BellSouth states for each year between 2000 and 2003.

9.

Please provide any data that BellSouth has that indicates the
availability of broadband services from wireless, cable, and
satellite companies in Kentucky.
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1-8 (Cover).doc
1-8 (DSL-Ga).pdf
1-8 (DSL-La).pdf
1-8 (DSL-Miss).pdf
1-8 (DSL-NC).pdf
1-8 (DSL-SC).pdf
1-9 cover.pdf
BGMU Network.pdf
BGMU.pdf
Chapel Communications High Speed
Wireless.pdf
Comcast High Speed Internet Business.pdf
Comcast High Speed Internet Pro.pdf
Comcast High Speed Internet Products.pdf
Comcast High Speed Internet
Teleworker.pdf
Comcast High Speed Internet
Workplace.pdf
Comcast High Speed Internet.pdf
Comcast Home Networking A.pdf
Comcast Home Networking Pricing.pdf
Comcast Home Networking.pdf
Comcast.pdf
connectkentucky map.pdf
direcpc.pdf
directpc high speed internet access.pdf
Hopkinsville EnergyNet Features.pdf
Hopkinsville EnergyNet History.pdf
Hopkinsville EnergyNet Pricing.pdf
Hopkinsville EnergyNet.pdf
KCTA Future.pdf
Murray Electric.pdf
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OMU High Fiber Optic Network.pdf
OMU High Speed Fiber Connection.pdf
OMU High Speed Internet Acces.pdf
OMU NetCom.pdf
OMU Pricing.pdf
SET DSL.pdf
SET internet services.pdf
SET WebHosting.pdf
US Wireless.pdf
10.

Provide monthly service objective reports filed with the
Kentucky Public Service Commission for the years of 19952003.
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1-10 (cover).doc
1-10_11 SO 1995 Apr.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Dec.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Feb.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 JA.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Jan.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 June.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Mar.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 May.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Nov.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Oct.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1995 Sept.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Aug.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Dec.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Feb.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Jan.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 JJ.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 MA.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 May.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Nov.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Oct.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1996 Sept.pdf
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1-10_11 SO 1997 Apr.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 Feb.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 Jan.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 Mar.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 MJ.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 Aug.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 Dec.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1997 July.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1998 Dec.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1998 FM.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1998 Jan.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1998 July.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1998 June.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1998 Nov.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1999 Apr.pdf
1-10_11 SO 1999 May.pdf
1-10_11 SO 2000 AMJ.pdf
1-10_11 SO 2000 Aug.pdf
1-10_11 SO 2000 July.pdf
1-10_11 SO 2000 ND.pdf
1-10_11 SO 2000 Sept.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Apr.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Aug.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Dec.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - FM.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Jan.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - July.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - June.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - May.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Nov.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Oct.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 1999 - Sept.pdf
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11.

For exchanges where the service objective was missed for two
consecutive months, provide an explanation for the misses in
those exchanges.
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1-10_11 SO - 2000 FM.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2000 July.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2000 Oct.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2001 - AM.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2001 – JA.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2001 - JFM.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2001 - June.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2001 - ND.pdf
1-10_11 SO - 2001 - SO.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Apr.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Aug.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Dec.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - JanFeb.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - JunJuly.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Mar.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - May.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Nov.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Oct.pdf
1-10_11 SVCobj - 2002 - Sept.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-1.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-2.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-3.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-4.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-5.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-6.pdf
1-10_11 svobj2003-7.pdf
1-11 (cover).doc
letterseptandoct.pdf
SVCOBJO2.xls
Letter5.doc
25(3).xls
25(4).xls
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12.

Provide a list of PSC and higher management complaints,
identified by exchange, for the years of 1995-2003.

13.

Provide the end-of-year Access Services Report (ASR-2) for
the years of 1995-2002, and August 31, 2003.

14.

Provide results on any internal measures of customer
satisfaction for POTS customers and broadband customers for
August 1, 2000 through August 1, 2003.

15.

Provide copies of all tariff and promotions filed during the
years of 2000-2003.
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1-12 (cover).doc
1-12(1998Appeals).xls
1-12(Appeals1999).xls
1-12(Appeals2000).xls
1-12(Appeals2001).xls
1-12(Appeals2002).xls
1-12(Appeals2003).xls
1-13 (Bus).xls
1-13 (CLLI).XLS
1-13 (Coin).xls
1-13 (Cover).doc
1-13 (Res).xls
1-13 (Summary).xls
1-13 (Total).xls
1-14 (cover-POTS).doc
1-14 (20002001Customer Sat POTS).pdf
1-14(2002 Customer Sat POTS).pdf
1-14(2003 Customer Sat POTS).pdf

1-15 Promotions 2000
2000-p1.pdf
2000-p2.pdf
2000-p3.pdf
2000-p4.pdf
2000-p5.pdf
2000-p6.pdf
2000-p7.pdf
2000-p8.pdf
2000-p9.pdf
2000-p10.pdf
2000-p11.pdf
2000-p12.pdf
2000-p13.pdf
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2000-p14.pdf
2000-p15.pdf
2000-p16.pdf
2000-p17.pdf
2000-p18.pdf
2000-p19.pdf
2000-p20.pdf
2000-p21.pdf
2000-p22.pdf
2000-p23.pdf
2000-p24.pdf
2000-p25.pdf
2000-p26.pdf
2000-p27.pdf
2000-p28.pdf
2000-p29.pdf
2000-p30.pdf
2000-p31.pdf
2000-p32.pdf
2000-p33.pdf
2000-p34.pdf
2000-p35.pdf
2000-p36.pdf
2000-p37.pdf
2000-p38.pdf
2000-p39.pdf
1-15 Promotions 2001
2001-p1.pdf
2001-p2.pdf
2001-p3.pdf
2001-p4.pdf
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2001-p5.pdf
2001-p6.pdf
2001-p7.pdf
2001-p8.pdf
2001-p9.pdf
2001-p10.pdf
2001-p11.pdf
2001-p12.pdf
2001-p13.pdf
2001-p14.pdf
2001-p15.pdf
2001-p16.pdf
2001-p17.pdf
2001-p18.pdf
2001-p19.pdf
2001-p20.pdf
2001-p21.pdf
2001-p22.pdf
2001-p23.pdf
2001-p24.pdf
2001-p25.pdf
2001-p26.pdf
2001-p27.pdf
2001-p28.pdf
2001-p29.pdf
2001-p30.pdf
2001-p31.pdf
2001-p32.pdf
2001-p33.pdf
2001-p34.pdf
2001-p35.pdf
2001-p36.pdf
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1-15 Promotions 2002
2002-p1.pdf
2002-p2.pdf
2002-p3.pdf
2002-p4.pdf
2002-p5.pdf
2002-p6.pdf
2002-p7.pdf
2002-p8.pdf
2002-p9.pdf
2002-p10.pdf
2002-p11.pdf
2002-p12.pdf
2002-p13.pdf
2002-p14.pdf
2002-p15.pdf
2002-p16.pdf
2002-p17.pdf
2002-p18.pdf
2002-p19.pdf
2002-p20.pdf
2002-p21.pdf
2002-p22.pdf
2002-p23.pdf
2002-p24.pdf
2002-p25.pdf
2002-p26.pdf
2002-p27.pdf
2002-p28.pdf
2002-p29.pdf
2002-p30.pdf
2002-p31.pdf
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2002-p32.pdf
2002-p33.pdf
2002-p34.pdf
2002-p35.pdf
2002-p36.pdf
2002-p37.pdf
2002-p38.pdf
2002-p39.pdf
2002-p40.pdf
2002-p41.pdf
1-15 Promotions 2003
2003-p1.pdf
2003-p2.pdf
2003-p3.pdf
2003-p4.pdf
2003-p5.df
2003-p6.pdf
2003-p7.pdf
2003-p8.pdf
2003-p9.pdf
2003-p10.pdf
2003-p11.pdf
2003-p12.pdf
2003-p13.pdf
2003-p14.pdf
2003-p15.pdf
2003-p16.pdf
2003-p17.pdf
2003-p18.pdf
2003-p19.pdf
2003-p20.pdf
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2003-p21.pdf
2003-p22.pdf
2003-p23.pdf
2003-p24.pdf
2003-p25.pdf
2003-p26.pdf
2003-p27.pdf
2003-p28.pdf
2003-p29.pdf
2003-p30.pdf
2003-p31.pdf
2003-p32.pdf
2003-p33.pdf
2003-p34.pdf
2003-p35.pdf
2003-p36.pdf
2003-p37.pdf
2003-p38.pdf
2003-p39.pdf
2003-p40.pdf
2003-p41.pdf
2003-p43.pdf
2003-p44.pdf
2003-p45.pdf
2003-p46.pdf
2003-p47.pdf
2003-p48.pdf
2003-p49.pdf
2003-p50.pdf
2003-p51.pdf
2003-p52.pdf
2003-p53.pdf
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2003-p54.pdf
2003-p55.pdf
2003-p56.pdf
2003-p57.pdf
2003-p58.pdf
2003-p59.pdf
2003-p60.pdf
2003-p61.pdf
2003-p62.pdf
1-15 Tariffs 2000
2000 T1.pdf
2000 T2.pdf
2000 T3.pdf
2000 T4.pdf
2000 T5.pdf
2000 T6.pdf
2000 T7.pdf
2000 T8.pdf
2000 T9.pdf
2000 T10.pdf
2000 T11.pdf
2000 T12.pdf
2000 T13.pdf
2000 T14.pdf
2000 T15.pdf
2000 T16.pdf
2000 T17.pdf
2000 T18.pdf
2000 T19.pdf
2000 T10.pdf
2000 T21.pdf
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2000 T22.pdf
2000 T23.pdf
2000 T24.pdf
2000 T25.pdf
2000 T26.pdf
2000 T27.pdf
2000 T28.pdf
2000 T29.pdf
2000 T30.pdf
2000 T31.pdf
2000 T32.pdf
2000 T33.pdf
2000 T34.pdf
2000 T35.pdf
2000 T36.pdf
2000 T37.pdf
2000 T38.pdf
2000 T39.pdf
2000 T40.pdf
2000 T41.pdf
2000 T42.pdf
2000 T43.pdf
2000 T44.pdf
2000 T45.pdf
2000 T46.pdf
2000 T47.pdf
2000 T48.pdf
2000 T49.pdf
2000 T50.pdf
2000 T51.pdf
2000 T52.pdf
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2000 T53.pdf
2000 T54.pdf
2000 T55.pdf
1-15 Tariffs 2001
2001 T1.pdf
2001 T2.pdf
2001 T3.pdf
2001 T4.pdf
2001 T5.pdf
2001 T6.pdf
2001 T7.pdf
2001 T8.pdf
2001 T9.pdf
2001 T10.pdf
2001 T11.pdf
2001 T12.pdf
2001 T13.pdf
2001 T14.pdf
2001 T15.pdf
2001 T16.pdf
2001 T17.pdf
2001 T18.pdf
2001 T19.pdf
2001 T10.pdf
2001 T21.pdf
2001 T22.pdf
2001 T23.pdf
2001 T24.pdf
2001 T25.pdf
2001 T26.pdf
2001 T27.pdf
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2001 T28.pdf
2001 T29.pdf
2001 T30.pdf
2001 T31.pdf
2001 T32.pdf
2001 T33.pdf
2001 T34.pdf
2001 T35.pdf
2001 T36.pdf
2001 T37.pdf
2001 T38.pdf
2001 T39.pdf
2001 T40.pdf
2001 T41.pdf
2001 T42.pdf
2001 T43.pdf
2001 T44.pdf
2001 T45.pdf
2001 T46.pdf
2001 T47.pdf
1-15 Tariffs 2002
2002 T1.pdf
2002 T2.pdf
2002 T3.pdf
2002 T4.pdf
2002 T5.pdf
2002 T6.pdf
2002 T7.pdf
2002 T8.pdf
2002 T9.pdf
2002 T10.pdf
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2002 T11.pdf
2002 T12.pdf
2002 T13.pdf
2002 T14.pdf
2002 T15.pdf
2002 T16.pdf
2002 T17.pdf
2002 T18.pdf
2002 T19.pdf
2002 T10.pdf
2002 T21.pdf
2002 T22.pdf
2002 T23.pdf
2002 T24.pdf
2002 T25.pdf
2002 T26.pdf
2002 T27.pdf
2002 T28.pdf
2002 T29.pdf
2002 T30.pdf
2002 T31.pdf
2002 T32.pdf
2002 T33.pdf
2002 T34.pdf
2002 T35.pdf
2002 T36.pdf
2002 T37.pdf
2002 T38.pdf
2002 T39.pdf
2002 T40.pdf
2002 T41.pdf
2002 T42.pdf
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2002 T43.pdf
2002 T44.pdf
2002 T45.pdf
2002 T46.pdf
2002 T47.pdf
2002 T48.pdf
2002 T49.pdf
2002 T50.pdf
2002 T51.pdf
2002 T52.pdf
2002 T53.pdf
2002 T54.pdf
2002 T55.pdf
2002 T56.pdf

16.

17.

18

Copies of tariff pages that show rates in effect for basic
residential service, single line business service, zone charges,
custom calling services, and packages of services as of August
1, 2000 and August 1, 2003.
Define mileage band zone charges and the history of such
charges in Kentucky. Also provide copies of Commission
cases related to such charges and the proposal made by
BellSouth to rebalance such charges.
All filings for exemption of services from regulation pursuant
to KRS 278.512 filed by BellSouth between August 1, 2000
and the present
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1-15 Tariffs 2003
CD sent - Received
1-16 (Tariff).pdf
1-16 (Tariff).xls
1-17 (7-9-03 order).pdf
1-17 (8-14-03 order).pdf
1-17 (Answer).pdf
1-17 (Complaint).pdf
1-17 (Cover).doc
1-17 (Proposal).pdf
1-18 (Cover).doc
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19.

List of Contract Service Arrangements (CSAs) provided in
Kentucky, including identification of services provided, for the
years of 2000 through 2003 (YTD).

20

Any analyses of competitive losses filed with the Kentucky
Public Service Commission since August 1, 2002.

21

Provide BellSouth strategic plans or objectives for the three
years of 2000-2003 and their impact on Kentucky
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CSA-Year 2000.pdf
CSA-Year 2001.pdf
CSA April 2002.pdf
CSA August 2002.pdf
CSA December 2002.pdf
CSA February 2002.pdf
CSA January 2002.pdf
CSA July 2002.pdf
CSA June 2002.pdf
CSA March 2002.pdf
CSA May 2002.pdf
CSA November 2002.pdf
CSA October 2002.pdf
CSA September 2002.pdf
CSA April 2003.pdf
CSA August 2003.pdf
CSA February 2003.pdf
CSA January 2003.pdf
CSA July 2003.pdf
CSA June 2003.pdf
CSA March 2003.pdf
CSA May 2003.pdf
CSA September 2003.pdf
1-20 & 27 (cover).doc
1-20 & 27 (CSATestimony).pdf
1-20 & 27 (CSARebuttal).pdf
1-20 & 27 TRP.pdf
1-21 (Cover).doc
1-21 (Domestic Communicationss 0103).ppt
1-21 (Strategic Planning Process) ppt
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22.
23.
24
25.

26.

27

28
29
30
31
32

Provide a listing of all wire centers, within this list show those
with broadband deployment and those in the plans for
broadband deployment
Provide a listing [of number] of customers by wire center

1-22 (wirecenters_bb).pdf
1-22 cover.pdf

1-23 (wire center).pdf
1-23_cover_.pdf
Provide for 2000 – present the number of customers using DSL, 1-24 (Broadband).doc
ISDN, T-1, T-3 and other broadband service offering by
business and residential.
1-25 (BB deployment criteria).pdf
Provide the broadband deployment criteria including at a
minimum the assumptions regarding; cost per customer,
minimum anticipated customers per converted center, fixed
costs per component.
1-26 (M&R).doc
Describe the workgroups performing Maintenance and Repair
(M&R) and installations for both residential POTS and
broadband. Are these the same work group? If not what are the
titles and organizations of the two work groups.
1-20 & 27 (cover).doc
Provide any estimates of line loss since 2000 describing the
1-20 & 27 (CSATestimony).pdf
source of the loss (competitors, cell phone, net population
1-20 & 27 (CSARebuttal).pdf
movements, DSL etc.)
1-20 & 27 TRP.pdf
Provide an organization chart for the field technicians (or other 1-28 (Cover).doc
1-28 (EASTORGChart).XLS
job titles) performing the Maintenance and Repair (M&R) and
1-28 (westkyorg).xls
installation for Kentucky POTS and Residential customers.
Kick-Off 1
Kickoff-1 (cover).pdf
Omitted
Kickoff-1.pdf
Kick-Off 2
Kickoff-2 (cover).pdf
Kickoff-2.pdf
2002-00276.pdf
I-32 (Cover).doc
Pricing
Please provide a copy of the August 2000, in effect PRP, a copy I-32(Tom 1).pdf
I-32 (Tom 2).pdf
of the current, in-effect, PRP, a copy of BellSouth’s filing
requesting changes to the PRP following Vantage’s 2000 audit I-32 (Tom 3).pdf
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33
34

35

36

37
38

and the Commissions reply to that filing.
Identify all services since August 2000 that BellSouth has
requested be reclassified between PRP service categories.
Identify all competitive pricing scenarios, since August 2000,
that BellSouth believes the provisions of the PRP have hindered
their competitive response. Include a full discussion of what
provision of the PRP precluded a proper BellSouth response.
Identify all changes that BellSouth believes should be made
now to the PRP and explain why. If BellSouth believes that the
PRP is no longer required, provide an explanation detailing that
opinion
Provide a description of all proceedings held by the KY PSC
since August 2000 that addressed PRP pricing issues (e.g., deaveraging, UNE’s, Lifeline Service etc.). Include a synopsis of
the proceeding, BellSouth’s position and the Commission’s
Order.

Refer to Vantage’s 1999 Audit Report, in particular Exhibit V1. Update this table for years 1999 through available 2003
data.
Identify all CSA’s which have been contested by a CLEC or
other party. Explain the basis for their intervention and provide
the Commission’s ruling. Also, identify all CSA’s which have
been re-sold to a CLEC.
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I-32 (Tom 4).pdf

I-33 (Cover).doc
1-34 (Cover).doc

1-35 (Cover).doc

1-36 (Cover).doc
1-36 (484-1).doc
1-36 (484-2).doc
1-36 (048).doc
1-36 (382).pdf
1-36 (077).pdf
1-36 (061).TIF
1-36 (470).pdf
1-36 (276).pdf
1-36 (310-1).pdf
1-36 (310-2).pdf
1-36 (421).pdf
1-36 (225).pdf
1-37 (Cover).doc
I-38 (Cover).doc
I-38 (SPIS.net).pdf
I-38 (CI-Final).pdf
I-38 (CI-Clarification).pdf
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39
40

41
42
43

44

45

Identify all CSA’s which have been rejected by the
Commission. Provide their decision.
Provide a summary of CLEC’s, IXC’s, other competitors and
other interveners positions on the current structure of the TRP.
What changes, if any, are they recommending and why.
Provide a copy of the Commission’s Order in Case No. 2001077.
Refer to order in Case No. 99-434, pg 9. provide the requested
annual filings BellSouth has made to the Commission regarding
the economic development tariff.
Refer to Order in Case No. 99-434, pg 11. Explain the
BellSouth proposed residential rate changes in years 2 and 3.
Also, indicate if th proposals were accepted by the
Commission.
Refer to Order in Case No. 99-434, pg 17. Provide a copy of
the material BellSouth submitted to the Commission per it’s
request regarding Contract Service Arrangements. Also, if
BellSouth has submitted any additional CSA material since
then, please also provide it.

Refer to order in Case No. 99-434, pg 16. Therein, the
Commission states that at the conclusion of the pilot program,
process of basic residential services shall be frozen until further
Commission order. Explain why BellSouth in its August 1,
2003 submission did not request any additional pricing
flexibility for basic residential rates? How long does BellSouth
believe these rates should remain frozen?
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1-39 (Cover).doc
1-40 (Cover).doc
1-40 (AT&T).pdf
1-40 (AG).pdf
1-40 (MCI).pdf
1-40 (Supplement).pdf
1-41 (Cover).doc
1-42 (Cover).doc
1-42 (2001).pdf
1-42 (2002).pdf
1-43 (Cover).doc
1-43 (2ndyearrebal).pdf
1-43 (3rdyearrebal).pdf
1-43 (3rdyearrebal-bexhibits).xls
1-44 (Cover).doc
1-44 (2002-00456..1).pdf
1-44 (2002-00456..2).pdf
1-44 (2002-00456..3).pdf
1-44 (2002-00456..4).pdf
1-44 (2002-00456..5).pdf
1-44 (2002-00456..6).pdf
1-44 (Filing).TIF
1-45 (Cover).doc
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46

47

48
49

50

51

Provide a listing and description of all BellSouth competitor
filings to the KY Commission, any other State Commission, in
which BellSouth KY was identified, or any other KY State
Agency since 1999 in which the competitor alleged anticompetitive behavior by BellSouth. Also, include the
Commission’s and/or state agency’s final report/order
addressing the complaint.
Please provide a sample of analyses prepared by industry
analysts, as referenced by Ellen Mitchell in the Kick-Off
meeting.

Please provide, by month, 2001-2003 repeat troubles at the
State level
Refer to DR36, Order in Case No. 99-484; in particular the
Conclusion clauses 5 & 6. Please provide the BellSouth report
from item 5 and provide a summary of the item meeting with
the Commission. Finally, detail all subsequent activity
resulting from either of these items.
Refer to DR 36, order in Case No. 2002-00276 of April 2003.
Identify all subsequent situations that BellSouth has taken the
Commission up on its intent to meet informally to discuss a
proposed tariff on order to expedite it’s approval (refer to the
2nd to last paragraph of the Order in which the Commission
offers such an opportunity).
Please provide the dates of PSC endorsement and FCC
approval of BellSouth’s request for authority to provide long
distance in Kentucky.
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1-36 (Cover).doc
1-46 (FPB).pdf
1-46 (518-1).pdf
1-46 (518-2).pdf

1-47 (Cover).doc
1-47 (Gartner).pdf
1-47 (Morgan).pdf
1-47 (Precursor-2003Q4).pdf
1-47 (Precursor-TRO).pdf
1-47 (Precursor-VOID).pdf
1-47 (Wireless).doc
1-48 (Cover).doc
1-48 (Repeats).xls
1-49 (Cover).doc
1-49 (Response).pdf

1-50 (Cover).doc

1-51 (Cover).doc
1-51 (ld-psc).asp
1-51 (ld-fcc).asp
1-51 (ld-pscorder).doc
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52

Please provide a web site where the wholesale measurements
for the performance measurement plan can be accessed.

53

Please provide information concerning the availability of high
speed data services in the BellSouth-served area of Kentucky,
and data concerning the share of the total access lines in
Kentucky served by BellSouth.
Refer to DR 43 response. Discuss BS’s reasoning, rationale,
support etc. for choosing which rate elements would incur a
price reduction, in each year. For example, were competitive
pressures a key factor, if so based upon what information.
Provide for the following rate elements, the price at the time the
TRP went into effect and a complete proce history since then to
date. For each price increase, provide the BellSouth reasoning
for such an increase. Please provide the data first if the second
part of the request takes more time.
1. 1FB
2. Custom calling services (A13.9.2 and A.3.9.3
3. Band Zone Charges (A.3.9.2 and A.3.9.3
4. Complete Choice for business (A.3.45.2A and for the
corresponding residential offerings).
Please provide BellSOuth’s expanded analysis of the FCC data
Competition data and the FCC High Speed Data providers by
zip code data.

54

55

56
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http://pmap.bellsouth.com/content/MSSrpt.a
spx
1-52 (Cover).doc
1-52 (Summary).xls
1-53 (Cover).doc
1-53 (Cinergy #3).doc
1-53 (Support).pdf
1-53 (USF).xls
1-54 (Cover).doc
1-54 (Attachment).xls
1-55 (Cover).doc
1-55 Audit Attachment 55.xls

1-56 (FCCcomp).xls
1-56 (Zip).xls
CD Received
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Footnotes

/ DR31
/ Unless noted, FCC data for the United States includes Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and the
District of Columbia.
3 / FCC News release and related supporting data from FCC Form 477. December 22, 2003.
“FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION RELEASES DATA ON LOCAL TELEPHONE
COMPETITION”
4 / Switched access lines as reported to the FCC on form 477 is mandatory for carriers with at least
10,000 access lines in a state.
5 / CLEC and UNE reported numbers to the FCC differ. (See Tables 3 and 4 in the referenced
documents). This is partially due to CLECs reporting resold and UNE lines acquired “from other
carriers” including CLECs, ILECs, DLECs and others. ILECs only report those lines they provide
to others. Data shown is lines reported to the FCC by ILECs.
6 / The remaining CLEC switched access lines are provisioned over CLEC owned lines.
7 / Reliable data regarding cable provided switched access is not available prior to the December
2000 reporting period.
8 / This data is also subject to frequent revision by the FCC.
9 / The FCC withheld data in nine states to “maintain firm confidentiality”. These were mostly low
populations states. See: FCC Local Telephone Competition Status as of December 30, 2003, Table
11
10 / Broadband’s Reach in the Southeast, Broadband Markets Close
Up,www.broadbandmarkets.com/closeup.htm
11 / Florida varies from first to second in this measure depending on information source.
12 / BellSouth Estimate based on FCC Form 477 data and best available information on CLECs.
13 / Data was provided through June of 2003.
14 / The BellSouth internal objective is 20 percent.
15 / In this report we follow the FCC nomenclature. High-speed lines are those providing service at
speeds exceeding 200 kilobits per second in at least one direction.
16/ Symmetrical DSL is also included in the “other wireline” category.
17/ Raw data provided by BellSouth in e-mail 2/7/04.
18/ Using the standard technical constraint for xDSL of 18,000 feet from the DSLAM ”18 kilofeet”.
19/ Raw data provided by BellSouth in e-mail 2/7/04.
20/ FCC News release December 22, 2003. Federal Communications Commission releases Data on
High-Speed Services for Internet Access.
21/ Cingular is the second largest wireless provider in the US behind Verizon wireless, and is jointly
owned by BellSouth Corp. and SBC Communications.
22/ Commission Order, August 3, 2000, page 6
23/ See Appendix B. Wirecenters proposed.
24/ DR 2
25/ DR 21
26/ Interview meetings at BellSouth in Atlanta
27/ DR 21
28/ DR 21
29/ DR 21
30/ DR31
31/ DR31
32/ DR43
33/ DR56
34 / DR15
1
2
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/
/
37 /
38 /
39 /
40 /
41 /
42 /
43 /
44 /
45 /
46 /
47 /
48 /
49 /
50 /
51 /
52 /
53 /
54 /
55 /
56 /
57 /
58 /
59 /
60 /
61 /
62 /
63 /

DR15
DR15
DR15
DR15
DR43
DR31
DR34
DR36
DR36
DR31
DR36
DR34
DR36
DR31
DR43
DR36
DR36
DR46
DR37
DR44
DR38
DR39
DR31
DR41
DR38
DR38
DR38
DR38
Review of briefs filed in PSC 2002-00456 – Inquiry into Contract Service Arrangements by
Telecommunications Carriers in Kentucky
64 / DR38
65 / December, 2003 telephone interview. Participants included BellSouth regulatory
35
36

personnel, Vantage consultants and KPSC Staff.
/ DR31
67 / DR44
66
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